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CHAPTER I

THE SCOPE Af® PURPOSE OP THE STIDY

I.

THE PROBLEM

Sfatgwent of the problcin. Thl» study ts dssfgned to ascsrtafu
wNethar tha graduatas of the two-year Associate In Arts degree program

function as well as the three-year diploma graduates In a beginning

position of nursing during the first five months following graduation,
and to find out If they feel as well prepared to work In a beginning

position In nursing for their first positions as graduates of a threeyear diploma program.

Heed for the study. The nursing profession Is deeply Interested

In the graduates of the two-year nursing program. In spite of research,
pilot studies, and workshops conducted, many nurses and hospital ad
ministrators question the ability of these graduates to function as
well as graduates from a three-year diploma school. As yet no study has
been made to compare these two groups.

Purpose of the study. The purpose of the study Is to determine
whether the graduates frt^ a two-year Associate In Arts degree program

function as effactlvely In first leva! nursing as graduates from a
thrae-year school.
Hypothesis. There Is no difference In the effectiveness of bed

side nursing performance of these two groups during the first five months
following graduation.

I.

LIMITATION©

This study was llwlted to twenty-nine 1959 graduates from two

schools of nursing—fifteen from s three-year diploma school and four
teen fresB a two-year Associate In Arts degree program.

The nimPer of graduates participating In the study Is a limiting
factor. The study was limited to two schools of nursing.

The length of time the graduates were observed and different people
reporting the Incidents on the performance of the two groups are also

limiting factors.
The three-year graduates were employed at their home hospital

while the others were employed In two different hospitals one of which
was used as a student laboratory.

Ill,

DEFINITIONS

Head nurse. A registered nurse who has the responsibility and
authority for the care of patients and the direction of nursing personnel
on a unit within a hospital.

Associate In Arts degree program. A course In nursing In which a
person may qualify to write the State Board Examination so as to become
a registered nurse In not more than two calendar years.

Three-year diploma school, A course of study In which a student
may qualify to write the State Board Examination so as to beccme a regis
tered nurse In three calendar years.

Director of nursing service, A registered nurse who has the

authority and responsibility of all nursing care of patients and of
directing nursing personnel In a specific hospital.

Crtttcal Incldftnt, An action that la consldtrad diatlnctly good
or poor practice of nursing care.

Registered nurse, A person who has completed a eowae of study
frcws a state accredited school of nursing and who Is licensed by the State

Board of Nursing Examiners to practice as a registered nurse.

Effective. Performing nursing skills In a distinctly efficient
manner.

Ineffective. Failure to perform nursing skills In an efficient
manner.

Opinion. A belief or view expressed by the head nurse without
specific Incidents to substantiate It.

General Izatlons.

A non-specific statement regarding nursing per

formance.

IV.

AETHOD AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The research design "which seeks to find out ths present status
of a situation Is known as a descriptive survey.

This form of research

was chosen because It appeared best to meet the goals of the study.

The

tools which were used In the survey were personal Interview, observation,
and reports of descriptive Incidents In nursing.
A study of the nursing functions of ths 1959 graduates fr«n

Paradise Valley Sanitarium and Hospital and RIvarsIde City ColIsge were

Carter V, Good, ArvlI S, Barr, and Douglas E. Scates, The Wethod-

oiogy of Educational Research (New Yorki Appleton-Century Company, l9Ul)i
77255.

conducted In Paradise Valley Sanitarium and Hospital, Riverside Community
Hospital and the Riverside County Cenerai Hospital*

The total population

Included fifteen graduates from the three-year diploma school and fourteen
graduates from the two-year Associate In Arts degree program.

In a conference with the Director of nursing service, the over-all

plans for the study were discussed. Points emphasUed were (I) Interest In
over-all evaluatlcm of the perfwmance of new graduates during the first five

months following graduation, (g) determining weaknesses or strong points of
the graduates and the curriculum, and (j) opportunity for nursing service to
provide In-service education In araas hased on descriptive Incidents, The
tme of the evaluation form was discussed and samples provided for each member.

During a five-month period one personal Interview was held with each
graduate and three evaluations ware made by the head nurse.

The evaluation

form imed to record descriptive Incidents was used at the Interview guide.
This form was divided Into the fol lowing eategorlest
1, Observing the patient,
2, Selecting nursing care appropriate for the patient,
5, Teaching the patient.

k* Carrying out treatments and medications,
5. Taking Initiative and responslbl11ty,
6. Communicating with the patient,
7. Ccvsmunicatlng with the patient's visitors,

8* Directing functions of the nursing team.
9, Co-operating with personnel,
10.

Miscellaneous,

Conferences wre held with both groups of graduates, the purpose of the
study was explained, and the groups were assured that their Identity would
be withheld. The Interview form was discussed and Individual appointments
were made.

The following toots were used to determine If the two groups vmire
egual schoiastleallyt pre-entranee tests scores, National league for Nurs

ing Achievement Test scores, end State Board Examination scores.

CHAPTER

REVIEW OF LITERATIM

k

IHTRODUCTIOR

Th« purposs of this ehaptor Is t© prsssnt • rsvlsw ®# lltsratur©
that would aid In comparing tha Job performance of the fourteen graduates
from a specific Associate In Arts degree program, hereafter referred to as

School A, with fifteen graduates of a specific hospital dlplcwa school,
Nreafter referred to as School 8.

Many studies have been conducted In the last decade on evaluation

of the curriculum and Job performance of graduates, A brief review of

the findings from several of these studies Is given hero. They are divided
under the following subheadings! (l) principles related to curriculum

evaluation, (2) evaluation lnstri«B©nts, (j) curriculum evaluation by gradu
ates of schools of nursing, (4) curriculum evaluation by graduates In
fields other than nursing, and (5) qualifications and functions of the
registered nurse practitioner.

II,

PRINCIPLES REUTID TO CURRICULUM EVALUATION SY THE ©RAOUATES

Evaluation has becewe an Important tool In education and Industry.
Many employers determine an Individual's salary by his Job performance.
The pay scale of soro hospitals Is based on performance as well as
longevity of employment.

Institutions of higher learning are evaluated every five years by a
committee of educators to determine If the philosophy and objectives of
the curriculum are being fulfilled. Teachers of nursing have organized
committees for the purpose of evaluating the curriculum In terms of needs

of the students as well as needs of the graduates,'
Tyler recommended that an evaluation should be a process for finding
out hen# far the learning experiences as developed and organized are pro

ducing the desired results. The process of evaluation should Identify the
P

strengths and weaknesses of the program.

He also emphasized the value of

frequent evaluations of the program with the objectives. Me suggested

that three complete evaluations should be «ade» One early In the eoirse^
one near graduation, and one after several years of service. The first

two are useful to the faculty for Immediate study, and the last one Indi

cates the "permanence and continuity of learning,"^
According to Sand

the purpose of the curriculum or course of study Is to provide
a learning situation and an opportunity to apply the content. This
would bring about behavior changes and he recommended that evalu
ation should cover behavior as well as course content.

Me further suggested that a valid evaluation of the curriculum could be made

by students. In a study of the curriculum of the Division of Nursing at

1n

"Tentative Statement on Nursing Education," Nursing Outlook,
February, 195^, pp. 85-8ii.,
2

Ralph W, Tyler, ^aslc Principles of Curriculum and Instruction

(Chicago! University of Chicago I'reiss, 1950), p,

"

^Ralph W, Tyler, "Distinctive Attributes of Education for the
Profession," Social Work Journal, April, 1959, p, 62,

^le Sand, Curriculum Study In Baste Nursing Education (New Yorki
0, P, Putnam's Sons, 1955)t P. 102,

th« University ef Washlngten, the undergreduete students were active
Menbers of the Currfculus Cowmlttee and kept anecdotal records of clinical

practice. As a result of the experience they were able to evaluate the

various areas and determlrai If the objectives were being set. He places
evaluation as an

Integral part of the curriculum developotent. It Is a process
Involving clear objectives understandable to both the student and
the Instructor, cooperative development, and organization of ex-

perlences to achieve these objectives. Evaluation Is providing a
means for continued Improvement of the basic nursing education
program, with a consequent Increase In Its effectiveness.^
Tyler tuM»arlzed the purpose of evaluation as followst

I* To make a periodic check on the effectiveness of the program,
2# To validate the hypotheses upon which the curriculum operates.
To provide Information basic to effective guidance of Indi
vidual students.

h» To provide a certain psychological saetx-Ity to the staff, the
students, and the parents,

f. To provide a sound basis for public relations.

6, To help both faculty and students clarify this purpose and
see more concretely the directions In which they are moving.®
Self-evaluation. A review of literature on self-evaluation will

be presented since each graduate will be asked to present specific Inci

dents of her nursing performance that will give guidance In helping to

find out how well prepared the Individual graduate thinks she Is to per
form nursing care In first level pasltlons (except public health).

Klnney mantlonad that self-dlreetad growth dapends on frequent

self-evaluation of one's own effectiveness and recommended the following

^and, op. cit.. pp. 134-155.
6

Ralph W. Tyler, *©eneral Statement on Evaluation,** Journal of
Educational Research. XXXV, No. 7 (March, 1942), pp. 492-50n

aids to self-directed growthi (l) definition of the purpose-desired out

come, (2) planning of procedure—best way to do It, and (3) evaluation
of results—how well did It work?^
Horney discussed ths value of self-evaluation and emphasized the

Importance of acceptance, recognition of superior ability, protecting
self-esteem, accepting limitation that cannot be changed, and solving
self-resistance.

He recommends that a friend Is a real asset when a

person has decided he Is not as capable as most people have accepted

him to be.®
The results of a study on self-evaluation of a college faculty was
summarized by Stroup as followsi

i. Fatigue of the faculty In general was due to lack of purpose
and properly defined objectives,

S, The study encouraged Individual staff members to make sug
3,

gestions,
Interdepartmental rapport was fostered.

If, Competencies and value to school were Increased,
5, A feeling of belonging ma fostered.9
Ml.

EVALUATION INSTRUWEMTS

There are several ways of finding out the potential or progress of
an Individual, Industry depends primarily on observation and Intervlaw
as a means of evaluating personnel.

Tools used In this study to collect data were (l) evaluation form

based on critical Incidents, (2) observation, (3) Interview, and (if) tests.

•7

'Lucten B. KInney, *Self-evaluatlon—The Hark of a Profession,**
Educational Leadership, January, 1958, pp. 228-231,
Karen Horney,

Analysis (Hew Yorki W, W, Norton and Cewspany,

I9if2), p. 303.

%rands I. Stroup, "Are Self-Studies Worth the Effort,* Jeurnat
of HIgher Education, February, 1958, 29»95-97,

Evaluation based on crttlcat tnctdents. Flanagan and At I ler deflna
a critical Incident as

an Item of parformance, on occurrsnce with claar-cut facts
attached to It, something about which there can be no dispute.
It Is also sc»RethIng the employer does or falls to do that re

sults In failure or success on a particular part of his Job,'®
A study was made on critical Incidents In Industry and a performance
record was compiled.

Advantages of using this type of record over the

average proficiency record arei (f) Judgment Is based on the facts of per

formance, (2) tangible data Is provided on which to base evaluation, (5)
a sound basis for promotion, transfers, and dismissals Is avallabia, (4)
accurateness and fairness art more easily achieved, (5) uniform standards
of cwnparlson were provided, (6) the "halo" affect eliminated, (7) ad

ministrative procedures simplified, and (8) employee morale Is Improved,"
irauer perfected an evaluation form based on critical Incidents In
nursing performance for professional staff nurses.

It was divided Into

the following categories!
1, Observing the patient,
2, Selecting nursing care appropriate for the patient.
3, Teaching the patient,

i|.. Carrying out treatments and medications,
5, Taking Initiative and responsibility,

6, Communicating with the patient,
7, Communicating with the patient's visitors,

8, Directing functions of the nursing team,
9,

Cooperating with the personnel.

She emphasized the value of having observations made, by qualified
observers, of outstanding effective or Ineffective Incidents In behavior

of the person to be evaluated. The form was recommended to nursing service

John C. Flanagan, and Robert 8, AIller. The Performance Record

Administrator's Manual (The Critical Incident Method, Chicago! Science
Research Associates, 1955)t P* ^

'* Ibid.« pp. 7-8,

a9| an •valuation tool, based on fact, on which personnel actions such as
salary Increases, promotions, and transfers could be made,

Evaluation forms based on critical Incidents of Job performance
are considered more objective than the average proficiency rating sheet
because they are based on facts rather than a supervisor's opinion.

Observation, Braiwr lists the folImping advantages of having the
employer or Immediate supervisor to collect datai (l) the supervisor Is

available and on duty when the nursing performance la being carried out,

(2) a "normal" environment Is maintained, and (j) observations less
threatening.

She lists the disadvantages In having the employer or supervisor

collect data asi (l) lack of Interest In the outcome of the study, (2)
past experiences with an individual often Influences or rates, and (3)
the evaluation Is an added task to an already heavy program,

Intervlew. Personal Interview Is one of the most highly recomo
mended means of collecting data.

Otto gave the following advantages In using an Interview method In

staining Informatloni (l) It provides flexibility, (2) opportunity to fol
low through, (3) opportunity to gualify comments, (4) clarification when

Indicated, (5) opportunity to check on quality of answer, end (6) quali
tative Information.

Ij

Barbara Jean irauer, "An Evaluation Form for Professional Staff

Nurses," (unpublished Paster's thesis, loma Linda, California, College
of Pedlcal Evangelists, 1959), p. 6,

'^Ibid,

'\eroy Otto, Librarian at the College of Medical Evangelists, In a
conference on Interview Technique, April II, 196O, Permission to quote
secured.

According to Good and Scates, whan tha intarvfaw aathod Is letad,
tha Investigator gathers data directly from others In a face to face con
tact, Some of the advantages of the Interview are*

I, Personal and confidential Information is more readily given

during a personal Interview and the Individual would probably
refrain from writing It down,
S, The Interview enables the Investigator to follow up leads and
take advantage of small clues.

3, The Interview permits the Investigator to form an Impression
of the person giving the Information, arrive at some Judgment
of the truth of some answers, and to read between the lines
things that may not have been In words,

J^. The Interview provides an opportunity for the Interviewer to
five Information and to develop certain attitudes on the part
of the respondent that will permit an exchange of Ideas and
Information,

Some of the disadvantages of the Interview method of collecting
data areI

1, Certain types of Information may not be given In a personal
experience.

2, Personality of both participants can prevent communication

(especially the lack of tact or empathy),
3, Time limitation Is often a disadvantage,'7
Tests. Colleges and universities have come to depend upon various
tests as a means to measure the potential and the progress of students.
For the purpose of this study two aptitude tests and two achievement tests
were given.

hude tests. The American Council on Education test Is designed

to appraise the college aptitude of the Individual. The linguistic section
of this test give# a higher correlation with scholarship In the liberal
arts college and the guanltatlve score Is more significant for the

Carter V. Good, ArvlI S, Barr, and Douglas E, Scates, The

^thodology of Educational Research (New Yorki Appleton-Century-Crofts
:ompany, I^TJ, p, 637,

'^Ibld., pp.

I

8cfttnt{f(c and technteal curricula.

This fast has a dual purposst (l)

fo determine specific aptitude, and (2) to provide a basis for counseling.
The Psychological Corporation gives a pre-entrance nursing aptitude
test and It also measures the linguistic and quanltatlve aptitude as well
as the personality characteristic.

The purposes of this test aret
1.

Screen out unqualified students.

v

2.

Reduce fallures,

*'

Reduce costs.

I4,

Improve community service.

5.

Help students.

6. Provide basis for counseling,

7. Supplement high school records,"
Achievement tests. The most widely used achievement tests In
schools of nursing are National League for Nursing Achievement tests.
They are designed to evaluate, by paper and pencil, the performance of

Individual students from a specific school. A comparison with the norms
for selected diploma and degree programs Is also possible.

These objective

tests cover both the psychological and non-psychological aspects of the

following areasi pharmacology, nutrition, medical, surgical, obstetrics,
nursing of children, social sciences, psychiatric nursing, microbiology,
chemistry, anatomy, and physiology. The purpose of the test Is to show
the strengths or weaknesses of the Individual student or school. They are
not Intended to be used as examinations over a course.

L. L. Thurstone and Thelma Guinn Thurstone, ftenual of Instructions,
American Council on Education Psychological Examinations, Washington, 0,0,,

I9it7, p. 2.

Testing Services (New Yorki The Psychological Corporation),
p* 2,

^Nurs I ng Education I n J un I or and CommunI ty Col leges. Report of a
conference, March 5, 6, 195^ American Association of Junior Colleges Co
operative Research Project, Columbia University, National League for
Nursing, Department of Diploma and Associate Degree Programs, pp. 32, 33»

State Board test pool.

This test Is provided by the Hatiooal League

for Nursing for licensing graduate nurses.

It Is possible to compare the

achievements of the graduates from one school with the achievements of the
SI

graduates frm other programs, as well as graduates within a school.

The National League for Nursing conducted a study on graduates who
/

took this examination during 1957.

The answer sheets of a 10 per cent

randwi sample of the candidates In each jurisdiction were used. There

were 3,60l graduates Included In the study. They represented the follow
ing types of program# with National League for Nursing Accredltatlon

status as Indicatedi 453

basic baccalaureate degree programs, 3,115

frm dlplema programs, and 39 frm Associate In Arts degree programs.

The purpose of the study was to provide Information on candidate
attainment by state.

However, It did also compare the different programs

even though the nimsber of participants from the three types of programs

varied considerably.

The study was divided Into eleven ability categories!
1. The nurse as a member of a profession,

2. Facts and principles of the biological and physical sciences,
3. Physical health and development and physical needs.

4. Nutritional principles and diet therapy.
5. fimotlonaf and mental health and development, and other social
science facts and principles,

6. Human relations and psychological aspects of care.
7. Cause, transfer, prevention, control, and incidence of disease
and abnormal conditions,

8.
9.

Manifestations of disease and abnormal conditions,
Theory of hursing and medical care.

10, What to do and how to do It In nursing, exclusive of psychologi
cal aspects.

It, Pharmacology,^

^Attal nment of Candidates According to Types of Programs from which
they ©raduated" (report to State Board of Nursing, National League for
Nursing, Inc., New York, March 20, 1959)# pp. 2-5. (Mimeographed),

Figure I Indicates the candidates from associate degree
programs surpassed th«^e from diploma programs In categories It,

Ml, V, and VI (natural sciences, growth and development, psychosocial aspects, and human relations). They were lowest In cate
gories VII through XI (cause-preventlon-control of disease,
manifestations of abnormal conditions, purposes and effects of

therapy, what-to-do and how-to-do-It In nursing, and pharmacology),
Graduates from the baccalaureate degree programs scored higher In
alt categories than the graduates frcwn the Associate In Arts Degree

programs and the diploma schools,®*

^Ibld,

Aean

Sfandanf
Scores

Theoretical Series

Candidate

Attalnisent by

Type of Program

IV, CURRICULUM EVALUATION BY GRADUATES FROM SCHOOLS OF NURSING

SI nee i95'» several studies have been made to find out If the
curriculum has been effective In preparing the graduate nurses to function
effectively In nursing,
Kaback gave the following reasons for having the job performance of
graduates reviewed In terms of preparatloni
We should know how well our program has prepared our graduates

for the Jobs they now hold, for advanced education, and for super
visory positions.

The results of a follow-up study would give us excellent
material for recruitment purposes.
Former students like to feel that we are sti ll Interested In

them and In their welfare, A follow-up study Is one way of ap
praising our guidance services.
A follow-up study would Indicate the positions our graduates
hold. Are there different nursing opportunities available today

than five years agot®5
Wolfe made a study of the activities as reported by graduate nurses
and an evaluation by them of their nursing education with recommendations

for Improving the currlculisn. The following is a summary of her findings*

(l) sixty-five per cent were active In nursing, (2) almost half were mem
bers of the professional organization, (5) a small number participated In

community activities, (ij.) approximately one-fourth had advanced study,

and (5) areas In which the curriculum was reported to be weak for nursing
were* (a) rural nursing experience, (b) limited selection of clinical

experience, (c) little emphasis on normal child development, and (d) lack

of emphasis on social and cultural development of the students.^
^Goldle Ruth Kaback, "Mow are your Graduates Doing?" Nursing
Outlook. January, 1959, 7*45, P. 45.
Cynthia L, Wiggins Wolfe, "A Follow-up Study of Graduates of all
Nursing Programs at State College of Washington" (unpublished Master's
thesis. The State College of Washington, Pullman, I951),

Tlie results of HIenewan** survey of the professfonal employment

status of graduates of Seattle Unfverslty^s Baste Degree program In Nursing,

l9i4-l"-53» revealed the attitudes of the graduates toward the nursing pro
fession and their school as follows? they were employed In all major areas
of pursing, and the graduates were satisfied with the nursing profession
and would have chosen the sane school again. No recommendations were given

#m- curriculum change,^
WIrlch conducted a study of the activities of a group of graduate

nurses fr«B the University of Washington, School of Nursing, and she asked
them to evaluate their nursing program In terms of preparing them for their

work.

There were 199 graduates contacted and 152 or

per cent re

sponded, Over 95 per cent were employed as staff nurses, 26,3 per cent
held supervisory positions, 90 per cent of the employed graduates wcrked

In hospitals, 20 per cent of the group had taken advanced study, 2 per cent
felt the basic curriculum was Inadeguate. Courses with clinical nursing
practice were listed most frequently as having been helpful. The same
school would again be chosen by 88.8 per cent. The following courses were

recommended for Improvement? (l) communicable disease, (2) public health

theory, and (5) diet kitchen. Most graduates recommended the deletion of
the following courses? (I) public health theory before practice, and (2)
diet kitchen practice.

It was recommended that the following courses be
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added? (l) emergency nursing, and (2) first aid.

Margaret Edith HIenemen, "Survey of Professional Employment
Status of Sraduates of Seattle UnlversIty^s Basic Degree Program In

Nursing, I9ltl-I953'* (unpublished Master's thesis. The University of
Washington, Seattle, I95ii-).

^%<»emary DIxon Ulrlch, "A Study of Graduates of the University
of Washington School of Nursing, The Swedish Hospital Division, 19^9-1956"

(unpublished Master's thesis, University of Washington, Seattle, 1^8),

wise conducted « study and asked the graduates of a university pro-

gram to evaluate the curriculum In terms of preparing them for nurslngi

The following recommendations were giveni (They are listed according to

the number of graduates recommending them)«
1, Correlation of theory and practice was mentioned most frequently,
2, More experience with cwnmon childhood diseases,
5, hurting care of hearty chest, and brain surgery,

4, More than one-half of those employed In maternity felt the
course was Inadequate,

%

Better correlation between theory and practice In psychiatric

nursing and experience In child psychiatry,^?
V, CURRICULUM EVALUATION BY ORAOUATiS IN FIELDS OTMR THAN NURSINO

An Increasing number o# colleges hove, In recent years, turned
to their alumni for help In making an appraisal of the effectiveness
of the educational program, Minnesota made an Intensive study of
fwmer students In 1937. Other rather large scale surveys have been

made at Stephens, Vassar, The College of St. Scholastic, and Stanfwd,*®
Race suggested the study of alumni as an appraisal of the educational
product and as the most Important and accurate evaluation of a curriculum.
This study should Include the graduate's achievement, character of the

Individual, and the kind of citizen as the product of the school.^' He
assisted with the Syracuse Alumni sirvey which Investigated the following

areasi political, c«»munlty, attitude about political participation, civic
relationships, democratic government. International relationships and rasponslbl lltfes, art, music, literature, religion, and philosophy. The

'^Frances Louise Wise, "A Study of the Graduates of the University
of Washlngtwi, School of Nw-slng, Harborvlew Division" (unpublished Master's
thesis. University of Washington, Seattle, I950»

^^red J, Kelley, (ed.) Improving College Instruction, American Counc11
on Educational Studies, Washington, D.C,, Volume 15, No, 14.^, July I95U P*

sttKjy compared graduate# from the different school#. Th# engineers re
sponse to the various areas Indicated that the curriculum was not broad
enough In liberal education. They were below average In nine of the eleven
areas mentioned above. The science majors In tha liberal arts ware above

average In eight of the eleven areas. The study Indicated that many
coltaga programs are too narrow and tha highly specialized curricula do
350

not prepare an adult to function at his maximum,'

Wolf conducted a study on graduates from engineering col leges of tha
United States.

The purpose of the study was to ascertain the opinions of

engineering graduates regarding curriculum patterns, weights of different

subjects, and the most desirable changes In the curriculum. The author re

viewed various college catalogs and sent questionnaires to five altmmf fr®»
each college.

In general the graduates were satisfied with their program.

Their recommendations Included more mathematical-science and humanistic

social courses} specific engineering courses on an upper division leveli
and no electlves for the lower division curriculum.

The following objec

tives were recommended for an engineering program1 "Technical competence,
c<SRmunlty living, understanding of national and International prctolams,
personal fitness, adequate personality and appearance factors, and the
develop«8#nt of positive nature,

Peck conducted a study on the preparation of college mathematics

Instructors.

The purpose of the study was to elicit from the alumni an

evaluation of the curriculum with recommendations for meeting the needs
of the future college mathematlc teacher,

A questionnaire was sent to

PP* 95-119.

^^Harry Wolf, "An Analysis of Purposes and Curriculum Patterns In
Selected Engineering Colleges of the United States" (unpublished Doctoral
Dissertation, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, I953)«

ehalrnwn @f «ath«»atle departments offering the Doctor of Philosophy Degree^
deans of llberat arts colleges, chairmen of undergraduate mathematical de
partments, and Instructors of college mathematics. The group reeommendedi

(l) adequate preparation In mathematics so that the Instructor could teach

matNtmotlcs at any level, (2) no rigid course of credit-hour requlrei^nts,
(3) broad understanding of related fields, (h) study problems and methods

of teaching mathematics, (5) practice teaching of mathematics, and (6)
understanding of students* total needs, ^ychology of learning, and the

Importance of good personality and maturation as a teacher and scholar,^
After a follow-up study of 251 graduates. Mill made the following
statement«

Too little Interest has been shown by educators In the product
of their labor, Aore effort should be made to ascertain the ef

fectiveness of educational methods and offerings. It may be safely
stated that the final test of educational services lies In the

capacity of the graduates |o meet the needs and demands of their
work after leaving school,*5
VI, OUALIf ICATIOMS Am FUNCTIONS OF TWE

I STEREO NURSE PRACTITIONER

Since ft was the purpose of this study to compare the nursing per
formance of graduates fr<^ School A and School S, It was necessary to

have a description of the qualifications and functions of the general duty
nurse as a criteria.

The American Nurses Aasoclatlon recommended the

following as a guide for performance of this groupi

I, The general duty nurse Is aware of the total nursing needs of the
patient and Is responsible for seeing that they are fulfilled*

^yman Colt Peck, "The Preparation of College Mathematics In
structors" (unpublished dissertation. University of Southern California,
Los Angeles, 1953)*

^^Uster V, Hill, "A Follow-up Study of 251 Graduates." Industrial

Arts and Vocational Education, Octcrfjer, 1945, 311335.

A, Prepares, administers, and supervises a patient care plan
for each patient In the group for which she is responsible*
I, Aakes a detailed evaluation of his physical needs,
habits and resources.

S, Evaluates his spiritual, emotional, social, and
economic needs, habits and resources.

Becomes familiar with available resources, person
nel, and physical facilities of the hospital and
the CfMnmunlty,

ht Cooperates and shares responsibiIIty with general
duty nurses, the head nurses, supervisor, attending
physician, and other personnel,

5, Communicates and acts as liaison between patient,
family, physician, hospital personnel, and community
agencies,

6, Interprets to the patient that he himself Is the
«<»t effective resource in promoting successful
therapy and rehabilitation,
7, Applies knowledge of drugs, and other therapeutic
methods, and diagnostic tests based on understand
ing established principles and precautions.

i. Applies scientific principles In performing nursing pro
cedures and techniques through constant evaluation in
the light of nursing and medical progress,

C, Performs therapeutic measures jM'escrlbed and delegated
by medleaf authority,
i.

Recognizes the need for and participates in the
interpretation of treatment to the patient,
especially forms of therapy which may seem radical
or unusual to the patient or family,

B, Continuously evaluates s^ptoms, reactions and progress,
E, Assists In patient education and rehabl11tation, ineludtng
the promotion of mental and physical health,

F, Teaches and directs non-professional nursing personnel
for whom she or h® Is responsible.

II, The general duty nurse participates in the administration of

nursing science fn a gerwral or special hospital.

A. Interprets philosophy, aims, and policies of health
administration toi

1,

Patients and families.

2,

Hospital personnel,

5, AIIIed heaIth groups,

k» Community,

S, Participates In Intra- and lnterd«partm«ntaI activities
designed to assist the hospital and nursing administration
In Improving the service of the hospital.

C. Establishes and maintains good Interpersonal relationships.
0, Coordinates the Objectives and alms of nursing service.
t, Asswes responslbl II ty for contributing to the educational
program of any student who Is having clinical experience
under tlw nurses* guidance.

P. Contributes to the Improvement of nursing care.
Ill, Fulf11 is community obligations as a citizen and as a nurse,

A, Assumes responslblIIty for professional growth and
development,

8. Assumes responsibilities and obligations of citizenship.^
VH. SUAMRY

The review of literature presented evaluation as an Impo-tant means

to determine If a ctirrleulum Is meeting Its objectives or If an employee's
performance on the Job Is satisfactory.
The value of a periodic evaluation of the cwrleulum In terms of

Job performance of students and graduates was emphasized. Evaluation of

students during the learning process Is an excellent way to get suggestions
for meeting their needs.
Tests used as a guide to determine the aptitude of an Individual

In specific areas are American Council on Education and pre«>entrance

nursing aptitude tests. Paper-pencil tests used to determine the progress
of students of nursing are Rational league for Rurslng achievement tests
and the Rational Pool Examination.

tetin of the General Duty Nurse Section of the American Nurses

(New York I American Journaf of Nursing Tress, 1939),

An nvaluatton fey th» aluwn! tells haw effectively the prograsi
prepares Its graduates for the practice of the profession.

It should be

the goal of each school to constantly evaluate Its curriculum In terms
of student needs and the effectiveness of the finished product. The

evaluation should Include a survey of skills^ knowledge, understanding,
and attitudes.

The American Nurses Association set up a guide for the Jd3 performance of registered nurses.

It covered the following general areast

(l) aware of the total needs of the patient and meets them effectively,
(t) performs therapeutic measures prescribed by the physicians, (j) es»
tabllshes and maintains good Interpersonal relationships, (I4.) Interprets
hospital policies to the patient, vlsltws, and patient's relatives In

an understanding end effective manner, (5) directs non-professional nurs

ing personnel, and (6) aware of the total needs of the patient and meets
them effectively.
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CMAPTER fM

MTH«» l«ED FOR COLLECT IN® DATA

INTRODUCTION

th# purpose of this study was to attempt to compare the i^uallty of
nursing performance, In staff positions during the first five months fol*

lowing graduation, ®# fourteen graduates of a specific two-year Associate

In Arts degree program, hereafter referred to as School A, with fifteen
graduates of a specific three-year diploma hospital program, hereafter re
ferred to as School 0,

The content of this chapter will he discussed under the following
headings! (I) method of research, (2) tools used In the collection of

data, and (3) selection of registered nwses for the study*
I, AITHOD OF RESEARCH

The research design "which seeks to find out the present status of

a situation Is known as a descriptive survey,*' Whitney presents this
method as a "fact finding with Interpretation approach,"® Since It was
the purpose of this study to find out the current nursing performance of
the population, this method was used*

Carter V, ®ood, Arvl I S. Barr, and Douglas E* Scates, The %thod-

ology of Educational Research (Ntw Vorki Appleton-Century Company, 19^1)
p. 255«

%r#derlck Lamson Whitney, T^ Elements of Research (New York*
Prentice Hall, Inc., 1950) p, loO*

HI. TOOLS ySED IN THE COLLECTION OF

I»t8rvt«w

*lnfervlaw explores what people think and do by what they express

In conversation with the Interviewer,"^ This tool was used extensively
to attain Information for the study. Sob» of the advantages of using the

Interview «»thod as a means of obtaining Information aret (l) ©ppwtunlty
to follow up questions and answersi (2) opportunity to qualify and clarify

c^wents, (3) opportunity to check on quality of answer, (1^.) opportunity
to collect matter, and (5) opportunity for flexibility.
Some of the weaknesses of using an Interview as a means of gathering

data aret (l) Interviewer may color the answers, (2) question may need ex»
planatlon, (J) personality of the Interviewer may retard the Interviewee,
(i^.) sensitivity of some people, and (5) some Interviewees may haw a
problem of verbal communication.

The Interview guide was an evaluation form, specific for staff

nurses, based on critical Incidents In nursing.

It was compiled by

Brawr and was divided Into the fol lowing categ(x*le8i
I,
t.
3,
4,
5,

Observing the patient,
Selecting nursing care appropriate f&r the patient.
Teaching the patient,
Carrying out treatments
treatmen- and medications.
Taking Initiative and responsibility,

6, Communicating with the patient,
7, Communicating with the patlent*s visitors#

8, Directing functions of the nursJng team,

9, Cooperating with the personnel,^

%ood, Barr, and Scates,

cit., pp. 646,

Barbara Jean Brauer, "An Evaluatl<m Form for Professional Staff
Nurses" (unpublished Master's thesis. College of Medical Evangelists,
Loma Linda, California, I959)»

Observation by the Employer

■rnammmmmmimmmmmmimmimmimmm mmim*

mmmmrnrni

Observation seeks to ascertain the overt behavior ot persons

(and what they aay reveal) by watching thes as they express them*

selves In a variety of situations . » . observation Is the most

direct weans of studying subjects.5

It was decided to have the Immediate supervisor observe the regie*

tared nurses becausei (l) she knew the ward routine, (2) a familiar en
vironment would be maintained (new people would not be brought In), and

(5) she was expected to make periodic evaluations of all fww personnel,
The observation covered the same material as the Interview ftwm, naneiyi
1, Observing the patient,
2, Selecting nursing care appropriate for the patient,

5,

Teaching the patient,

5,

Taking Initiative and responslblIIty,

7,

Communicating with the patient's visitors.

9,

Cooperating with the personnel.

4, Carrying out treatments and medications,
6, Communicating with the patient,

8, Directing functions of the nts-slng team,
Tests

The following tests were used to collect data for the studyi (l)
linguistic scores of the pre-entranee aptitude tests, (2) Matlonal league
for Nursing Achievement tests scores, and (5) the California State Board
Examination scores,

l¥,

SELECTION OF NEC ISTEREO NURSES FOR TIC STUDY

Two reasons for choosing School A and School B for this study

wereI (l) the writer was familiar with the curriculum and faculty of
both schools, snd (2) they wars nesr enough so that Interviews could be
held as often as necessary to complete the survey.

Qoodg Barr, and Scates, o£» elt., p, 6147#

Conferences wlfh the School Administrators

A conference was held with the Dean of Instruction frwa School Aj,
and It was p»oInted out that the two-year Associate In Arts degree nursing
programs are new and many professI(wiaI nurses are Interested In the nurs

ing performance of this group as compared with graduates from the threeyear programs*

He expressed an Interest In the study and a willingness

to cooperate. The following Information was obtained for the surveyi

(l) purpose of the currlculti»» (2) curriculum outline, (?) American CounclI
on Education test scores, (ij.) lotionsi League of Nursing Achievement tests
scores, and (5) State Soard Examination scores.
A similar conference was held with the Director of School S, The
value of the follow-up study on the graduates was mentioned as a means

of evaluating the curriculum In terms of meeting the needs of the nurse

practitioner. The Director, likewise, expressed an Interest In the study

and released the following Informatloni (l) ptjrpose of the curriculum,
(t) curriculum outline, (3) nursing aptitude test scores, (4) National
League of Nursing Achievement tests scores, and (5) State Board Examination
scores.

The Academic Programs

Before the population for the study could be selected. It was
necessary to find out If the purpose of the schools was the same.

A comparison of the purposes Indicated each school was preparing

registered nurses to function In alt first level positions In nursing
except pub 11e heaIth.
Comparison of the Graduates

The next step was to find out If the Initial aptitude of the two
groups was egual. Since the two groups took different pre-entrance aptitude

t»st8. It irfas es&entfal to have a speelattat In tasting axamlna tha tasts.

Sha founi the linguistic section of the Nursing Aptitude test, which was
taken by the graduates from School S, and the American Council on Educa-*

tlon test, which was taken by the graduates from School A, to be the same

test, the reason for choosing the language scores In preference to the
mathematics or scienca scores is that many sehoots base collage ability
on the linguistic aptitude, and some require percentile 55 as the lowest

score to permit a student to enroll in s<^e college courses. Appendix A

gives a c<XRplete record of the language scores of all students who gradu
ated from the two programs,
A standard deviation from the mean score was found and is shown In

Appendix A, Thirteen students from School A were within the middle 68 per
cent and fifteen students frm School 8 were within this range.
A comparison of the language scores on the pre-entrance tests for
all the graduates from the two programs showed the graduates from School S
were concentrated more around the mean with no extremely low or high scores

while the School A graduates had an almost equal number of extrenwiy low
and high scores. The mean score for School 8 was 52 and the mean score

for School A was 51* (See Appendix A, Exhibit I, for clarification).
To determine If there was a significant aptitude difference In the
two groups a standard error of the difference was found and School A was

three and School 8 was four. The t»value of the population (Table I) was

.54 and found to be Insignificant at the 90 per cent level*
After the two groups were equated, only fourteen graduates from

School A and fifteen graduates from School i wore employed during the
first five months following graduation. A comparison was then made for
this group based on the linguistic scores of the aptitude tests. Table il

Indicates there Is no significant difference between the two groups, for
complete coaputatlm) see Appendix A, Exhibit 2.

TABLE t

COMPARISON OF THE SISNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES IN
THE MEAN LINGUISTIC SCORES BETWEEN THE TWO SCHOOLS

Standard
Mean

Standard

Significance

Standard Error of the

School Number Scores Deviation Error
28,6

6,2l*

•5.28

3.7

Difference

Quotient of

t-value t-walue at 90^

Q,3k

Not Significant

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES IN TIC MEAN LINGUISTIC SCORES

BETWEEN |J+ GRADUATES FROM SCHOOL A AND 15 GRADUATES FROM SCHOOL B,
WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE STUDY

Standard
Mean

Standard

School Number Scores Deviation Error

iJi

k7

29.7

Difference

k9

16.2

Quotient of
t-value t-value at ml

7.9
3.47

15

Significance

Standard Error of the

,57

Not Significant

1+.I

Conferences Wlth the Emc

A personal Interview was held with each of the three directors of

nursing service employing the two groups of graduates. The purpose of
the study was discussed, and their permission and cooperation was solicited.
Each of th# three directors of nursing service expressed an Interest In th#
study, and also a willingness to cooperate In collecting data on th# nurs

ing performance of the 1959 graduates from th# two specific groups. The

evaluation f^m based on critical Incidents In nursing (see Appendix A)
was discussed as a guide In col lecting specific Incidents, both effective
and Ineffective, on th# population. Samples of the evaluation form and

critical Incidents were left with each director to serve as a guide for

Introducing the project to the head nurses who would assist In collecting
the Incidents.

A follow-up conference was held later, and the head nurses were

given an opportunity to discuss the form and critical Incidents. The
purpose of the study was discussed and assistance solicited, ileven of
the twelve head nurses expressed an Interest In the study and a willing

ness to assist In collecting Incidents on the graduates Included In the

survey. Each had col lected Incidents of nursing performance and pre
sented them for discussion. The form was highly recommended for pro
ficiency rating.
Conferences With the Registered Nurses

During a conference held with each group of graduates who were be
ing considered for the study, the Importance of graduates evaluating their
preparation In terms of Job performance was emphasized and they were In
vited to participate In this study during the first five months fol lowing
graduation, ioth groups expressed an Interest and willingness to cooperate.
They were Inf^med that a personal Interview would be held with them during

the latter part of the five months, and they were asked to keep a record
of their performance with specific Incidents to guallfy statements that
would be askad during this conference.

Areas to be covered during the

Interview were discussed and samples of both "good" and "poor" perform
ances were cited.

At the tims of sirvey, one graduate from School 8 was enrolled In
a baccalaureate degree nursing frogram and two were unemployed due to
family resporaiibi11 ties. There were seven graduates frcw School A who
were not Included In the evaluation*

Family responsibilities kept four

from working, on# was assisting her husband In his dental practice, one
had enrolled In a baccalaureate degree religion program, end one was em

ployed as an operating room nurse, but her supervisor did not wake out
an evaluation for her. One graduate from School A Obtained registration
In Oregon by reciprocity, one In Utah, and one In Pennsylvania,
After the two groups were compared, It was found that the graduates

from School A were employed In two difference hospitals. They had re
ceived clinical laboratory experience as students In on# of the hospitals.

All the graduates frow School S were employed In the hospital that spon
sored the school of nursing.
Ion of TechnI

Used

A schedule of appointments was set up for two day# and two even

ings for the fifteen graduates from School B. The director of nursing
service arranged for the graduates to leave their duties for the Inter
view. There was an evident pride In being graduates ©f the three-year

school, and the graduates appeared to be confident that they had been

given adequate experience In most areas. Otring the Interview the InforBiatlon on the Interview guide was briefly surveyed and specific questions
were asked In a non-hurried manner. Specific Incidents were solicited

and time given for a backward glance over the five-month period.
Graduates from School B were employed on all three shifts and were

assigned to the following areasi (l) emergency, (2) operating room, (J)

obstetrics, {4) pediatrics, (5) medical, (6) surgical, and (?) central
supply.

Since the foirteen graduates from School A were employed In the

vicinity of the writer, they were given two weeks In which they could
have the Interview, This group also revealed a pride In the preparation

they had received. Several of the group expressed the need for msrm

practice, especially In giving medications. They were employed on all

three shifts and were assigned to the following areasj (l) emergency, (2)

operating rocHs, (3) obstetrics (post partum, delivery and labor), (k)
pediatrics, (5) medical, (6) surgical, (7) geriatrics, (8) chronic diseases,
(9) communicable diseases, (10) tuberculosis, and (tl) clinic,
An evaluation by the employer was collected on fifteen graduates
from School i and on fourteen graduates fr^ School A,

Information was

not collected on two other graduates from School A who were employed! one

was doing private duty nursing and one was employed In the operating ro<m
at one of the hospitals. The director of nursing service did not feel
the form covered performance In surgery.

After the date on the evaluation forms and the Interview guides
were gathered, each Incident was placed on a 5 x 8 card with the graduate*a
naiw and the categories under which the Information was placed. These

cards were reviewed by a Jury of three, appointed by the advisory committee
for the study, to determine If the data could bo called critical Incidents
In nursing. The jury recommended the data to be classified as followsi

(l) critical Incidents reported by the employer and graduates, and (2)
opinions and generalities reported by the employers and graduates. They
were firther categorized as effective or Ineffective nursing porftx-mance.
V.

SUAMRT

A review of the philosophy of the currlculums ©f School A and

School 8 Indicated the goals were to prepare registered nurses to function
In all first level positions In nursing except public health.
An Interview was held with the Dean of Instruction and the Director

of School S and the following Information was obtalnadt pre»entranca

aptitude test scores, Witlonal League o# Nursing Achievement tests scores,
and State ioard Examination scores,

A cc^parison of fourteen graduates froa School A was made with

fifteen graduate# froa School S and there was no significant dlffsrenoi
In the two groups at the 90 per cent level.

Seven graduates from School A and three graduates from School B

wsre not Included In the study because they were not employed during the
first five months following graduation.

Interviews were held with each employer and the need for the study
was discussed. They expressed an interest In the study and a willingness
to participate In gathering Information, An evaluation form, specific for
nursing performance, was presented and each category was discussed.

It was

suggested that the Immediate supervlsers would be In closer contact with the

nurses and could keep a record of nursing Incidents on them. Since they
were expected to make an evaluation on each new employee, they were will
ing to use the form as a basis for organizing the data fcr these conferences.
Individual conferences were held with graduates near the end of the

five months and covered the saiM material used by the employer. Each nurse

was given an opportunity to cite "good" or "poor" examples of nursing perf<M-®ance under each ©f the following nine categorlesi
1,

Observing the patient.

2, Selecting nursing care appropriate for the patient,
3, Teaching the patient,

4, Carrying out treatments and medications,
5, Taking Initiative and responsibility,

6, Communicating with the patient.
7, Communicating with the patient's visitors,

8, Directing functions of the nursing team,
9, Cooperating with the personnel.

The data obtained by observation and Interview was evaluated by
a Jury and placed under one of the following eategorlest (1) critical

Incidents reported by the employer or graduate, (2) opinions and gener
alizations reported by the employer or graduates. These were also listed
as effectl^

Ineffective nursing pmrformances.

CHAPTER IV

PRES6KTATI0H ANO INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA

I.

INTRODUCTION

Data has been collected to find out If a specific group of four

teen graduates from a two-year Associate In Arts degree nursing program,
hereafter referred to as School A, function as effectively In bedside

nursing as a specific group of fifteen graduates fr«w» a three-year hospital
program, hereafter referred to as School B, The findings have been pre
sented under the following headlngst

1, Ce^parlson of the phII(»iophy of the two programs*
2, Comparison of the curriculum outlines,

5*

Comoarlson of the graduates of the two programs based oni

(a) the pre-entrance aptitude tests scores.
(b) the National League for Nursing Achievement tests scores*
(c) The State Board Examination results,
it* Critical Incidents*
5. Opinions and generalizations.
II,

COMPARISON OF THE PHILOSOPHY AND OBJECTIVES

Since It Is the purpose of this study to compare the nursing per
formances of graduates from two different types of schools, a comparison
of the philosophy and curriculum will be made*
and Ob led

of School A

Philosophy* The education of the nurse should be the responsibility

of an organized educational system. Since this program Is educational ly
centered, we believe the nurse can be prepared, within two calendar years,
to function in all first level positions of nursing except public health.

Through an organized program of nursing education and general education
the student Is prepared for more effective living.
Under the constant supervision of an Instructor, the student's
clinical experience Is chosen to meet the objectives of the educational
program and Is correlated with current theory.

Objectives. The educational program Is planned to help the studenti

(l) gain the knowledge, understanding, and skills needed for first level
positions In nursing, other than public health, (2) acquire a desire for

further i^ofesslonal study and continued growth, (J) en Increased under
standing of life as a basis for resolving both psrsonat end social prob

lems, (1+) an awareness of the changing needs of a democratic society, and
to participate both as a nurse and as a citizen In the fulfillment of

these needs, (5) to develop basic attitudes and concepts which will enable
her to meet the needs of the Individual patient with acceptance and under

standing, (6) to develop the ability to reach specific goals through selfactivity and the use of the problem-solving process, and (?) to develop
the ability to function effectively as a member of the health team In the

pr<M»otlon of healthful living. In the prevention and control of disease,

and In the care and rehabilitation of the sick and disabled.'
Phi losophy and Ol:yectIv#s of School B
iducatlon In Its broadest sense

means more than the pursual of a certain course of study, ,,
It has to do with ths whole being and with the whole period of
existence possible to man. It Is the harmonious development of

the physical, mental, and spiritual powers.^

iullstin from School A, I959, p. 2%
2

Bulletin from School B, National City, California, I958,

Wursfng education Is understood to also Include basic scientific

c<^petency, guided practical experience, a degree of general cultural
maturity and consistent Christian living.

The philosophy Includes the following prInclplest
I, That education for life and education for nursing practice
cannot be separated and that both must be Included In the

educational preparation of the student nurse.

S. That our Institution Is not merely to be a medical Instlto*

tlon, a hospital, and an educational force, but It Is also
to demonstrate the principles of Christian living and Inspire
the graduates to serve as missionary nurses.

5. That an Imp^tant part of nursing consists In being aware of
and understanding (a) what the patient needs and wants of
the nurse, and (b) the role of the nurse as a teacher of
health In the solution of the patient's problems.

i4.. That nursing education Includes an appreciation of the
necessity for continual professional growth.

1, To enroll physical ly, mentally, and socially guatlfled

Christian young people who have an aptitude for nursing.
2. To provide opportunities for the student to acquire basic
scientific knowledge and understanding few safe and ski Hf ut
beds Ide nursing.

3* to""provide a counseling program with opportuni ties for social
and cultural growth by guiding the student In the development
of his physical, mental, social, and spiritual potential I ties.

h* To guide the student In his understanding of the patient's
needs and the student's role as a health teacher In working
with the patient and his fami ly,

5. To emphasize the responmlblllty In the preventive, curative,
and rehabilitative aspects of health by cooperating with
health and social agencies,

d. To Integrate health and nursing with Seventh-day Adventlst
doctrines and principles, as a basis for future medical
missionary nursing at home and abroad,

7. To develop an appreciation for professional growth by con
tinued study and through participation In nursing and civic

organizations,*
Conclusion

FIndlngs. School A purposes to prepare nurses to function In first
level positions except public health, and to be part of the community In
which they live*

^Ibld,

School B alms to prepare nurses to be ministers of Christian living
and to function In first level positions of nursing except public health.

The purpose of both programs Is to prepare nurses to function In
all first level positions except public health.
II,

COMPARISON OF THE CURRICULUM OUTLINES

A comparison of the curricula. Table III, Indicates that a greater
emphasis was placed on general education and physical education In School
A than In School B. Courses In which School B required more credits than

School A ware psychiatric nursing, maternal and child health, and medical*

surgical nursing. The curriculum for School A required k7 semester units
In nursing and 35 semester units In general education, and the currlculi«

for School B required 59 l/2 semester units of nursing and 32 semester
units of general education as prerequlsltes for graduation.

All courses were taught by nurse Instructors In School 8, The

non-nursing courses In School A were taught by teachers who had a major
In the particular area.
There were 80 seswster unit# of education In the curriculum for

School A and 91 l/2 units In the curriculum for School B,

School B offered 12 l/2 more units In nursing than School A, Mence,
greater emphasis was placed on nursing In School B,

TABie in
A COMPARISON OF THE CURRICULUM OF
SCHOOL A AND SCHOOL B
School A
Semester Units

School B
Semester Units

Anatomy and Physiology
Microbiology
Psychology

Sociology
Engi ish
Sf)eech
History
Religion
Medical-surgical nursing
Nutri tion

0
8

112
2+3 Integrated

Physical Education
Community Health

liO.3
0

3 Integrated

1

(3) integrated

Maternal Health
Chi Id Health

3
6
6

Tuberculosis nursing
Background & Trends
Psychiatric Nursing

(3) Integrated
(2) Integrated
-L

TotaI Hours
Vacation

3
2

6

91.5
12 weeks

22 weeks

Total Weeks

IV,

COMPARISON OF THE POTENTIAL ABILITY OF THE RE6ISTERED NURSES

Pre-entrance

lude Tests Scores

The data used to compare the potential of the groups was the
language scores on the pre-entrance tests. They were used to compare the
potential aptitude of twenty one graduates from School A and eighteen from
School B, See Appendix A, Exhibit 2,
A standard deviation of the mean scores showed thirteen students

from School A and fifteen students from School B within the middle 68 per
cent.

In order to find out If the two groups were comparable it was neces

sary to find the t-value, (Appendix A, Exhibit 3)# and this was done by

ftrst ffading th® Stan<^ard Error Difference, Tibt# IV shows the f-value

was ,3i^ and was not signlf tcant at 90 per cent,
TAiLE IV
COMPARISON OF THE SISNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES IN
THE MEAN LINGUISTIC SCORES BETV€EN 21 GRADUATES FROM
SCHOOL A Aft) 18 GRADUATES FROM SCHOOL §

Standard
Mean

Standard

SIgntflcanee

Standard Error of the

School Number Scores Deviation Error

21

5t

28.6

6.2k

18

52

15.28

5.7

Difference

3.15

Quotient of

t-value t-value at 90^

0.3U

Not Significant

After all thirty nine graduates were compared only fifteen from
School 8 and fourteen from School A continued employment during the first

five months fol lowing graduation. This necessitated a second comparison
of the linguistic scores on the pre-entrance tests.

The t-valt». Table V,

was ,56 and It Is not significant at the 90 per cent level.
TA8LE V

COMmRlSON OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES IN

THE MEAN LINGUISTIC SCORES SETNiEN I^ GRADUATES FROM
SCHOOL A AtO 15 GRADUATES FROM SCHOOL B WHO
PARTICIPATED IN THE STUDY

Standard
Mean

Standard

School Number Scores Deviation Error
ll+

k7

Difference

Quotient of

t-value t-value at 909^

29.7

3M7
15

Significance

Standard Error of tha

,56

Not Significant

h9

ttetlonal League for NursIng Achievement Test Scores

These tests were divided Into the following sections) (l) medical

surgical nursing, (2) psychiatric nursing, (3) communicable disease nurs
(4) n«s-slng of mothers, (5) nursing of children, (6) social sciences,

(7) pharwacology, (8) anatowy and jshystology, (9) microbiology, and (10)
nutrition. They will be referred to a# I, 11^ HI, IV, V, VI, VH, VIH,
IX, and X respectively.

Exhibit# 1», 5»

6 In Appendix A give a total picture of the

scores on these tests of twenty one graduates from School A and eighteen
graduates from School i. Table VI shows the achievement scores of the
fourteen graduates from School A according to the above sections.

It was

observed, Figure 2, that the mean scores are recorded In percentlle and

this group of students wsde the highest mean scores In medical nursing,

percentlle 70| pediatrics, percentlle 80| and nutrition, percentlle 70»
It Is noted that this group scored consistently higher In the nursing
courses than In the non-nursing courses.

TABLE VI

THE MEAN SCORES, EXPRESSED IN PERCENT I IE, OF THE li^ GRADUATES FROM
SCHOOL A ON TIC NATIONAL LEAGUE FOR NURSING ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
1

H

IX

X

54

55

03

01

06

59

82

92

75

56

hk
67

77
62

06

67

42
45

45
75

99

67

45

67
67

86
62
82

60

71

56

56

81

97

85

82

92

81

81

92

77
55

47

75
69

59
IT

69
1)6

71

29

65

51

52

68

16

k7

88

9k

96
96

91

61

77

90
71

80

94
96

85
55

29
77

67.5

66

56

VH VI1 1

92
60
60

91

95
89
52

VI

45

55

ait

86

V

51
87
51
85

21

85
75
98

IV

III

55

52
52

69

75
91
71
99

75
95
89

70

8lt

89

84

78

80

94

81

96

72

3it

4l
44

50
15
51

98
75

75
78

q4

04

57

57

98
78
27
55

72
99

94
94
65
67
91

72

65.5 55.5 6a 7 50.7 70

Table VII portrays scores, according to sections, of fifteen graduates
from School 8 Included In this study.

mm
n
u
r
>

X
—

Th« Mean Scores, Expressed In PercentIle, on the National League for
Nursing Achievement Tests for llj. Graduates From an Associate In Arts
Degree Program and 15 ©raduates From a Hospital Diploma Program, They

Are Presented Under the Following Categories! (l) Medical-Surgical Nurs

ing, (tl) Psychiatric Nursing, (ill) Communicable Disease Nursing, (IV)
Nursing of Mothers, (v) tkjrsing of Children, (VI) Social Sciences, (VII)
Pharmacology, (VJI I) Anatomy and Physiology, (ix) Microbiology, and
(X) Nutrition.
o • Hospital Diploma Program

X - Associate In Arts Degree Program
Figure 2

45
TABLE VI 1

SCORES, EXPRESSED IN PERCENTILE, OF THE 15 GRADUATES FRQ«
8 ON THE NATIONAL LEAGUE FOR NURSI N6 ACHIEVE/^NT TESTS
1

II

27
16

36

18

49

27
16

11

31
13
60
72
09
51
79
86

6o
15

58

VI 11

IX

24

38

77

33

01

20

p2
46

09

VM

IV

V

VI

31

55

44

19
28
28

02
22

21

38

27

26

17

12

22

33

27

38

II I

15
25

12

56

51
19
55
50
53

24

59

29

47

14

60

20

34

19

41

25

07

22

59

50

84

1)1{

63

24

71

11

i4

10

52

38

44

50
71
19
50

56

28

71

71

67
35

93
59
25

78
59
25

83

02

67
64
24

35

52

47

47

17

55

68

33

47
36

45
45

58

27
21

12

81

50
50
66

05

42

55
61

50
30
52
73
85
55
55
75

X

24
33
62

24
17

53
66

53
17

21

46

54

86

84

90

81

53

46

4i

49

36

5°

43

58

39

Th® «®aii scores are again record®^ In percentlle. Figure 2, and
this group made Its highest scores In microbiology, percentlle 58j nursing

of mothers, porcentile 47} ahd nursing o# chlIdren, pereentlle 47« There
Is no marked difference In the sceres of the nursing and non-nursing tests*

Conclusion. The mean scores of both groups were graphed, Figure 2,
for a comparison of the attainment on the ten sections of the ffetlonal
League for Nursing Achievement tests.

The mean scores for the fourteen

graduates from School A ranged from percentlle 50-7 fo percentlle 82, TNi

highest scores were made In the nursing subjects, and the lowest score was
made In ml®-oblology, percentlle 50.7»

The fifteen graduate# from School 8

made the highest score In microbiology, pereentlle 58. The second highest

score# were made In nursing of mothers, percentlle 47, and nursing of
children, pereentlle 47. The score range for this group was percentlle 30
to pereentlle 58.

Exhibits

and 5 I'' Appendix A give a complete picture of all the

graduates from both schools.

^

State Board Examination Scores

Table VIII gives an Individual comparison o# fourteen graduates

from School A and fifteen graduates from School B.

It Is ^served that

one graduate from School A failed medical nursing. Mar score was ^SO and

the passing grade In California for each section Is 350»

Another graduate

failed surgical nursing with only 505. The highest Individual scores for
this group were made In obstetric nursing, 7'8| psychiatric nursing, JHf
and nursing of children, f08. The same student made the highest scores
In ^stetrle nursing and nursing of chi Idran. The highest score In medical

nursing was 691 and surgical nursing, 61^7.
TABLE VIM
COAPARISON OF INDIVIDUAL STATE BOARD EXAMINATION SCOf«S OF

lij 6RADUATES FROM SCHOOL A AM) 15 GRADUATES FROM SCHOOL 8.
THE HIGHEST SCORE IN EACH SECTION IS UNDERLINED.
SCORES BELOW THE 350 PASSING ARE IN PARENTICSES.
School A

Medical

Surgica

h02

(504)

583

618
575

458
516
525

545
536

683

551

400
583

528
610

566

647

691
"5^

64o

550

610

(520)
417

551

Obstetric

Nursing of

Psychiatric

l^rslnq

ChiIdren

Nursing

Nureing of

Psychiatric

ChiIdren

NursIn

SuraIcat

Obstetric
Nurs f n

515

l*5l*

358

46o

4)|||

(528;

(512)
1*87

(278)
430
4i4

(316)
439

430

494

474

456

598

398

573
487

566

507

350
§17

357

579

415
459
415
415
451

1*70
1*62!
1*17
1*62
571*

479

374

551

374

415

1*25

550
509

494

480

500

4l8

(342)

473

661*

540

(310)

(336)

£1*0

454

Jfl

Wi
(206)

350

Two graduates from School B failed medical nursing with scores of
343

328*

Two students failed surgical nursing with scores of 512 and

206, There were three failures In obstetric nursing with scores of 278,

342 and 510* One graduate failed pedlatric nursing with a score of 316
and ofie student failed psychiatric nursing with a score of 33^* 'f I*
observed fr(^ Table VII i that two students failed we course each and two

students failed three courses each.

The highest Individual sccwes for

this group were made by one student, and her highest score, 664, was In
medical nursing. Her second highest score was In psychiatric nursing,

625 , and her other scores were 567 In obstetric nursing, 540 In surgical
nursing, and 495 Ih nursing of children.
Cone Ius Ion. Exhibit 7 lo Appendix A presents a comparison of the

twenty one graduates trm School A and the eighteen graduates frm School i.
Exhibit 8 shows the comparison expressed In percent!le of these two groups.

Figure 3 presents a summary of the mean scores on the California
State Board Examination for both groups.

It Is observed that graduates

from School A scored from 58 fo 13^ points In each area above the graduates
from School B.

i
1

SuraiGal Hurslaa

§

§

Figure 3

School 8

School A

§
§

I Obstetric MursIno iNursina of Children jPsychlatrlc Uurain

Mean Scores <m the California State Board Examination for lii. Oraduates
FroB School A aad 15 Graduates From School ®

§

Nurslna I

If was Interesting that both groups felt the laboratory In nursing
of mothers and nursing of chi ldren were weak. The deficiency In School A
was helped by providing experience In pre-natal and post-natal clinics*
This was not done In School i. Five graduates from School 0 stated the
laboratory In surgical nursing was weak due to supervision,
Sraduates from School A stated they needed more experience In

giving medications and as team leaders.
V, CRITICAL INCIDENTS

A conference with the employers revealed that 67 per cent of the
graduates from School A and 83 per cent of the graduates from School i

wire employed during the first five months following graduation.

The form, (see Appendix A, Exhibit I), used by the head nurses on
which to report critical Incidents was divided Into the fol lowing categorIes!
I, Observing the patient,
g. Selecting nursing care appropriate for the patient,
5, Teaching the patient,

iu

Carrying out treatments and medications,

5, Taking Initiative and responsibility,

6, Communicating with the patient,
7, Communicating with the patlent^s visitors,
8, Directing functions of the nursing team,
9, Cooperating with personnel.

The Jury recommended the data be classified as followst (l) critical

Incidents, (2) opinions and generalIzatlons, They were also listed df
effective or Ineffective nursing performance. Each Incident was retained
under the category which It best described.

There were 86 critical Incidents reported by the employers for
the fifteen graduates from School i and of these, 32 wera Ineffective and

^ effective nursing performance. The fourteen graduates from School A

had 70 crftleal Incidents reported with ti Ineffective nursing p«rformance.

The fourteen graduates from School A reported 181 incidents of
which 171 were effective and 10 were Ineffective perfwmance.
The fifteen graduates from School 8 reported 129 Incidents and
they were alt effective performance.

The head nurses who observed the fourteen graduates from School A

reported 70 critical Incidents with II (15 per cent) Ineffective per
formance and 85 per cent effective performance. See Figure it.

There were 86 critical Incidents reported by the head nurses for
the fifteen graduates from School 8 and 52 were Ineffective performance.

Figure 5 shows 66 2/5 per cent effective and 55 1/^ per cent Ineffective
performance.

The fourteen graduates from School A listed 181 critical Incidents

and 10 were Ineffective performance. Figure 6 shows 6 per cent Ineffective

and 9i|. per cent effective performance.
The fifteen graduates from School 8 listed 129 Incidents and

Figure 7 shows they were alt effective performance.

Data col lected will be presented under one of the following cate

gories! (1) observing the patient, (2) selecting nursing care appropriate
for the patient, (5) teaching the patient, (ii.) carrying out treatments and

medications, (5) taking Initiative and responsibi lity, (6) communicating
with the patient, (7) ctwimunI eating with the patient's visitors, (8)
directing functions of the nursing team, and (9) cooperating with personnel.
Observinp the Patient

This category may be more clearly understood by presenting the

subheadlngsi (a) effectively observed and charted patient's behavior and

v» an<3 ineffec

k Sraduatas Fr
y the Employer

33 1/5%
Ineffective
Pertormance

66 2/5^
Effective
Performance

The Percentage of Effective and Ineffective Incidents In Nursing
Performance of the 15 ©raduates Prom School 8 as Reported

by the Employers

symptoms, (b) Immediately recognized critical condition of the patient, and
(e) maintained constant observation of patient during critical period,
gmployers. The head nurses who observed the fourteen graduates of

School A reported M per cent of the Incidents under this section. Figure 0
shows 7 per cent were effective and i|. per cent were Ineffective performance.
Exhibit I In Appendix B shows 1,5 per cent effectively observed and charted

patient's behavior and symptoms, 4 per cent Immediately recognized critical
condition of the patient, 1,5 per cent maintained constant observation of
patient during critical period and 1,5 per cent failed to closely observe
the patient during critical period.

Figure 9 shows the head nurses reported 9 per cent of the Inci
dents for the graduates of School B under observing the patient, and these
were all effective performance. Exhibit I In Appendix 0 shows 2,5 per cent

effectively observed and charted patient's behavior and symptoms, 3*5 P®*"
cent Immediately recognized critical condition of patient, and 3 POf" cent
maintained constant observation of patient dtrlng critical period.
Graduates, The fourteen graduates from School A reported. Figure 10,

10,5 per cent of the Incidents under this category and Exhibit 2 In Ap

pendix i listed 3,5 per cent effectively observed and charted patient's

behavior, 6 per cent Immediately recognized critical condition of patient,
0,5 per cent maintained constant observation of patient during critical
period and 0,5 per cent failed to observe patient during critical period.
As seen on Figure II, nine of the Incidents were listed by the

fifteen graduates from School B under <^servlng the patient. Exhibit 2
In Appendix 8 shows h per cent effectively observed and charted patient's
behavior and symptoms, It per cent Immediately recognized critical con
dition of patient, and I per cent maintained constant observation of
patient during critical period.

The Percentage of Effective and ineffective incidents Reported by the
Head Nurses For the iii. Graduates From School A, The Data Is listed

Under the Following Headings* (i) Observing the Patient, (2) Selecting

Nursing Care Appropriate For the Patient, (5) Teaching the Patient,
(i*) Carrying Out Treatments and Aedleatlons, (5) Taking initiative and
Responsibility, (6) Communicating With Patients, (?) Communicating With
Patient's Visitors, (8) Directing Functions of the Nursing Team, and
(9) Cooperating With Personnel.
o -• Effective Incidents
ineffective incidents

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

The Percentage of Effective and Ineffective Incidents Reported by the
Head Nurses For the 15 Graduates From School B, The Data Is Listed

Under the Fol lowing Headings* (l) Observing the Patient, (2) Selecting
Nursing Care Appropriate For the Patient, (3) Teaching the Patient,
(4) Carrying Out Treatments and Medications, (5) Taking Initiative and
Responsibility, (6) Communicating WIth Patients, (7) Communicating With
Patient's Visitors, (8) Directing Functions of the Nursing Team, and
(9) Cooperating With Personnel,
o — Effective Incidents
— • — Ineffective Incidents

FIBURf 9

Percentage of
Parfocaancfl

I

2

5

I4.

5

6

7

8

9

The Percentage of Effective and Ineffective Incidents Listed by the
IJ4. Graduates Fro® School A, The Data Is Presented Under the Follow"»

Ing Headlngsi (l) Observing the Patient, (2) Selecting Nursing Care
Appropriate For the Patient, (3) Teaching the Patient, (ij.) Carrying
Out Treatments and dedications, (5) Taking Initiative and Responsi

bility, (6) Communicating With Patients, (7) Communicating With
Patlent*s Visitors, (8) Directing Functions of the Nursing Team, and
(9) Cooperating With Personneli
-- o -- Effective Incidents

X —• Ineffective Incidents
FIGURE 10

Percentage of
fA 6 r

1

2

5

^

5

6

7

8

9

The Percentage of Effective and Ineffective Incidents Listed by the
15 Graduates From School 8, The Data Is Presented Under the Follow

ing Headlngsi (I) Observing the Patient, (2) Selecting Nursing Care
Appropriate For the Patient, (j) Teaching the Patient, (I4.) Carrying
Out Treatments and Medications, (5) Taking Initiative and Responsi

bility, (6) Communicating With Patients, (7) Communicating With
Patlent^s Visitors, (8) Directing Functions of the Nursing Team, and
(9) Cwsperating With Personnel.
o -- Effective Incidents
—* X — Ineffective Incidents
FISURI H

ConeI usIon. The above data Indlcatea thati (l) the graduates of
School B were more alert to symptomalogy than the graduates of School A,

The fact that they i»ere actually doing bedside nursing twelve months longer
than the graduates of School A would Indicate a higher aptitude for
serving the conditions of the patients. There were no Ineffective per*

formance for graduates of School S as compared with k per cent for gradu
ates of School A,

The head nurses reported II per cent of the Incidents for the four
teen graduates of School A with

per cent Ineffective performance as

compared with 10,5 per cent reported by the graduates with ,5 per cent

Ineffective performance. The head nurses reported 9 per cent of the Inci
dents for the fifteen graduates of School i as compared with 9 per wnt
listed by the fifteen graduates. There were no Ineffective performances
listed for these fifteen graduates.
Selecting Nursing Care Appropriate for the Patient

Subheadings under this category weret (a) took effective steps In
giving emergency care, (b) planned patient care toward rehabilitation,
(c) checked Into reason for patient's disccmifort, (d) adapted procedures
and care to meet needs of the patient, and (e) sought appropriate person
to counsel with the patient concerning recurring pr<^lems.
Employers. The head nurses reported II per cent. Figure 8, of the

Incidents for the fourteen graduates from School A, and they were all ef
fective performance. Exhibit 3

Appendix B shows 5 P®*" cent took ef

fective steps In giving ewirgency care, 2 per cent planned patient care
toward rehabilitation, 2 per cent checked Into reason for patient's dis
comfort, and 2 per cent adapted procedures and care to meet the needs of
the patient.

Figure 9 shows the head njw'se# reported 9*5 P®'' csnt of the Incidents

under "selecting nursing care appropriate #cr the patient" for the fifteen
graduates of School i and 2,5 per cent were Ineffective, Exhibit 3 Ih
Appendix 0 shows 2,5 per cent took effective steps In giving eeergency

care, I per cent planned patient care toward rehabilitation, 1,5 per cent
checked Into reason for patient's discomfort, 1,5 per cent failed to deter

mine the primary reason for patient's discomfort, I per cent adapted pro
cedures and care to meet needs of tl» patient, I per cent falled to choose
adequate care for the patient, and I per cent sought appropriate person

to counsel with the patient concerning recurring problems.

graduates. The fourteen graduates of School A listed 25

cent.

Figure 10, of the Incidents under selecting nursing care appropriate for
the patient, 3 per cent were Ineffective nursing performance. As shown In

Exhibit k. of Appendix B, 7 per cent took effective steps In giving emer
gency care, I per cent failed to make reasonable decisions when giving
eawrgency care, I per cent planned patient care toward rehabilitation,

k per cent checked Into reason for patient's discomfort, 2 per cent failed
to determine primary reason for patient's discomfort, 4 per cent adapted
procedures and care to meet needs of the patient, and k per cent sought
appropriate person to counsel with the patient concerning recurring problem.

As shown In Figure I I, the fifteen graduates frcw School B reported
20 per cent of the Incidents, and they were all affective performance.

Exhibit k of Appendix S show# 7 per cent took effective steps In giving
emergency care, 2 per cent planned patient care toward rehabiITtatlew,

I per cent checked Into reason for patient's discomfort, 5 per cent adapted
procedures and care to meet needs of the patient, and 5 per cent sought

appropriate person to counsel with the patient concerning recurring problems.

Cone lust on, ©raduates froM School A had a htgher percentag® {IIJ8!)

of fhetr tnetdants reportad by head nurses under this category, and they
were all effective performance.

They were more efficient with 5»5 pc cent of Incidents reported

In taking effective steps In giving emergency care than In any of the otiwr
subhead!ngs,

Graduates from School B had 9.5 per cent of their Incidents listed

under this category. Seven per cent were effective performance and 2,5 P®*"
cent Ineffective performance.

Graduates from School 8 had greater emphasis, 5 P®*" cent of Inci
dents reported, on taking effective steps In giving emergency care. Their

Ineffective performance, 2,5 per cent, were under failure to determine
primary reason for patient's dlsce*ifort,

Data Indicated that Group A was more efficient In selecting nursing
care appropriate for the patient.

Graduates from School i were especially weak In finding out the

real reason for patient's discomfort and,adapting nursing care to «»et
the needs of the patient. The total needs of the patient were not elways
considered.

Both groups evaluated themselves twice as high as they were reported

by the head nurses. This could be due to a minimum of supervision by head
nurses available.

Graduates from School A were aware of some weaknesses and during
Interviews, five appeared defensive of derogatory remarks made by personnel
with whcM they worked.

Graduates from School 8 pointed out this section as having been best
prepared to fulfill the nursing performance. This was a strong area for
the fourteen graduates from School A,

reaching the Patient

This category was divided Into the following subN»adlngs( (a)
gave effective explanation of treatment, (b) effectively taught the patient

essential Information, nursing treatments, health principles, and (c)
helped patient plan home care.

Employers.

Group A had 10 per cent of the total Incidents reported

In this section {see Figure 8) and they were all effective performance, 0f

these reported, 8 per cent (see Exhibit 5

Appendix B) effectively taught

patient essential Information, nirsing treatments and health fx-lnciples,
and 2 per cent gave patient effective explanation of treatment,
Broup 8 had

P®'*

of the total number of Incidents reported

under this section. See Figure 9»

TW'ee per cent were effective and

1,5 per cent were Ineffective, Exhibit 5 'o Appendix B shows 1,5 p«r cent

effectively taught the patient essential Information, nursing treatments

and health principles, and the other I per cent gave effective explanation
of treatment, and ,5 per cent helped patient plan home care. Treatment

care without any explanation was given by 1.5 per cent,

Graduates, The graduates of School A listed II per cent (see
figure 10) of the Incidents to substantiate their statement that they were
adequately prepared to function as bedside nurses In teaching the patient.

Exhibit 6 In Appendix 8 shows 5 per cent gave effective explanation of

treatment, k per cent effectively taught the patient essential Information,
nursing treatments and health principles, and 2 per cent helped patient
plan home care.

Figure H shows the graduates from School 8 reported 20 per cent

of the Incidents under this category and they were all effective perform

ance, Effective explanation of treatment was given by 9 P®*" cent (see

txhibit 6 fn Appendix i), 7 P®r cent effectively taught the patient e»sentlal Information, nursing treatment and health principles, and 4 per
cent helped patient plan home care«

Conclusion, This was a strong category for Sroup A with 10 per
cent of all Incidents reported by the head nurses and all were effective

performance. The fourteen graduates reported II per cent effective per»
formance. Referring back to Table I, page 29, It Is observed that com
munity nursing was Integrated In other nursing subjects rather than
offered as a separate course.

This section ap^ars to be one of the weaker areas for Oroup ®,

Figure 9 shows 4,5 per cent of Incidents reported under "teaching the
patient," Of the Incidents reported, one-third were Ineffective perform
ance as compared with 20 per cent effective performance listed by the

fifteen graduates.

In discussing this area with the graduates, they ap

peared to feel their schedule was taken up with doing procedures and there
was not enough time for teaching the patient,

Soth groups repwted all effective perfcrmance. The fifteen gradu
ates from School B reported almost twice as many Incidents as the four
teen graduates from School A,
Carrying Out Treatments and Medications

This category has four subheadlngsi (a) made special effort to per

form procedtre, (b) checked accuracy of doubtful order before performing

procedure, (c) performed procedure In an effective way, and (b) made
special effort to spare patient discomfort during procedure.

Employers, The head nurses for Sroup A reported 12 per cent o#

the Incidents (Figure 8) under this section. Of these Incidents reported,
10 per cent wore effective performance and 2 per cent were Ineffective

perforwanc®, Exhfbtf* 7 I" Appendix B shows S per cent of the effective
performance checked accuracy of doubtful order before performing proeedure«

Two per cent made special effort to spare patient dlsccwifort

during procedure, but failed to perform procedure accurately.

The observers for ©roup 8 listed 18 per cent (Figure 9) of the
total Incidents reported under this section. Ten per cent were Ineffec*
five perfwmance and 8 per cent effective performance. Exhibit 7 In

Appendix 8 shows 3 pe»* cent failed to perform procedure, S per cent failed
to perform procedure accurately, 1.5 P®*" o®ot failed to obtain desired re*
suits from performing the procedure, end 1,5 per cent caused patient un
necessary discomfort In performing (x-oeedure. Five per cent checked the

accuracy of doubtful order before performing procedure. The procedure was
performed In an effective way by I per cent, and 2 per cent made special
effort to spar# patient discomfort during procedure.

©raduates. The graduates from School A reported 11.5 per cent of

the Incidents listed under "carrying out treatments and medications", of
which 9,5 per cent were effective performance and 2 per cent Ineffective
performance. Exhibit 8 In Appendix 8 shws 2,5 per cent made special
effort to perform procedure and I per cent failed to perform procedure

accurately. The procedure was performed by I per cent In an effective

way, I per cent failed to obtain desired results from performing pro
cedure, and .5 per cent made special effort to spar# patient discomfort
during procedure. Six per cent checked accuracy of doubtful order.

The fifteen graduate# from School 8 reported (Figure ll) I? per
cent effective Incidents end no Ineffective performsnoi.

They listed

(see Exhibit 8 In Appendix 8) 1,5 per cent made special effort to perform
procedure, 8,5 per cent checked accuracy of doubtful order before perform-

ance of procedure, ,5 per cent performed procedure In an effective way,

and 2,5 per cent made special effcwt to spare patient discomfort during
procedure.

Conclusion, Sroup A received 12 per cent of the Incidents reported

under "carrying out treatments and medications," Ten per cent were ef
fective performance and 2 per cent were Ineffective,

This group felt the need for more practice In giving medications
and treatments. This section Indicates they knew the accurate dosage,
mode of administration, and time to he administered.
Croup B received their highest sews In this section. Out of all

the Incidents, 18 per cent %n»re recorded! however, 10 per cent were In
effective performance.

Group A excelled In this area where It was anticipated they would
score low. The fourteen graduates from School A gave themselves a good

rating but also recognized deficiencies. All fourteen graduates expressed
a need for more practice In this area.

The fifteen graduates from School 0 express "over confidence" In
this area.

Taking Initiative and Responsibility

Subheadings under this category ares (a) performed duties In an

efficient and organized manner, (b) recognized and cal led attention to
significant reports, (c) effectively anticipated and provided fw needs

of unusual situation, (d) analyzed situation before calling physician,

(e) reported urgent sittjratlon Immediately to appropriate person, and (f)
went out of way to do extra things to meet the patient's needs,
employers. Group A received 7 per cent of the Incidents (see

Figure 8) recorded under this category by the head nurses, of which ij. per

mnf were fnaffeetJve and 3 par cant affactiva parformanca. Exhibit 9 Ih

Appendix S ahows 1,5 per cent performed duties In an efficient and organized

wanner, 1,5 per cent recognized and called attention to significant reports,
and I per cent failed to take Immediate or effective care of orders.

One

per cent fai led to anticipate or meet the needs of the situation, and 2 per

cant called the physician before analyzing the situation,

Sroup B wade their largest percentage of Incidents In this category,
Figure 9, with 10 per cent effective and 10 per cent Ineffective performance
listed by the head nurses. Exhibit 9 In Appendix i shows I per cent per
formed duties In an efficient and organized manner, 2 per cent failed to

organize work well, I per cent recognized and called attention to sig
nificant reports, 3 P®»' cent failed to take Immediate or effective care
of orders, I per cent effectively anticipated and provided for needs of

unusual situation,

per cent failed to anticipate or adequately meet the

needs of slti^etlon, 3 P®r cent analyzed situation before calling physician,

4 per cent reported urgent situation Immediately to appropriate person,
and I per cent caused damage In attempting care of unasslgned patient.

Graduates. As shown In Figure 10, the graduates of School A re

ported li|. per cent of the Incidents under this section and they were all
effective performance. Exhibit 10 In Appendix S lists them according to
subheadings.

One per cent perforiwd duties In an efficient and organized

manner, 5 l»r cent recognized and called attention to significant reports,
2 per cent effectively anticipated and provided for needs of unusual

situation, I per cent analyzed situation before calling physician, 5 P^f
cent reported urgent situation Immediately to appropriate person, and
2 per cent went out of way to do extra things to meet the patlent*s needs.

The graduate® from School 8 reported (see Figure II) 15 per ceRt of
the Incidents under this section and all were effective performance, ix-

hlblt 10 In Appendix B shows h per cent recognized and cal led attention
to significant reports, 2,5 per cent effectively anticipated and provided
for needs of unusual situation, I per cent analyzed situation before cal
ling physician, 2,5 per cent reported urgent situation Immediately to ap
propriate person, and 3 pe*" «ent went out of way to do extra things to
meet the patient's needs.

Conclusion, This was a very weak area for Oroup A and It bears
out their feeling for a mod for more practice In bedside nursing with

emphasis on medications, treatments, and organization.
The 20 per cent critical Incidents for ©roup 8 were equal ly divided
effective and Ineffective performance. They were more efficient In ana

lyzing the situation before calling the physician and reporting urgent
situation Immediately to appropriate person. The Ineffective perform
ance were more heavily concentrated under failure to take Immediate

effective care of orders and failed to anticipate or meet the needs of
a situation.

Even though this section requires more experience and maturity,
both groups presented Incidents to substantiate their ability to perform

effectively In this category and neither agreed with the reports made by
the head nurses.

Communicating With the Patient

The category was divided Into the following subheadln^t (a)

welcomed new patient In an especially effective manner, (b) helped patient
adjust to treatments or situation by understanding his point of view, (c)

provided patient with emotional or spiritual support, (d) encouraged and

effectlv«ly listened t© verbalization of patient's feeling, and (e) pro*
tecteeted patient frm eiBbarrassment ®r fear.
Eaployers. Figure 8 shows 9 per cent of the Incidents reported f«-

Sroup A listed under this category and all Incidents were effective per

formance, Exhibit II In Appendix i lists all 9 per cent under "wele^aed

new patient In an especially effective manner.**
The observers for Group B reported 7 per cent (Figure 9) cf the
Incidents In this category and they were all effective performance. Ex
hibit 11 In Appendix B shows t per cent welcomed new patient In an es

pecially effective manner, and 5 Per cent helped patient adjust to treat

ments or situation by understanding his point of view.
Graduates. The graduates from School A reported 10,5 per cent

(Figure lO) of the Incidents under "communicating with patient", and ,9
per cent was Ineffective performance. Exhibit 12 In Appendix B shows the

effective performance as foMowsi ,5 per cent welcomed new patient In an

especially effective wanner, lt,5 per cent provided patient with emotional

or spiritual support, i^,5 per cent encowaged and effectively listened to
verbalization of patient's feeling, and ,5 per cent protected patient from
embarrassment or fear. The ,5 per cent made discouraging or frightening
remarks In hearing of patient.
Graduates from School B reported 10 per cent of the Incidents under

this category and they were all effective performance. They listed 1,5 per
cent as welcomed new patient In en especialiy effective manner, 1,5 per

cent helped patient adjust to treatments w situation by ixiderstending his

point of view, 2 per cent provided patient with emotional or spiritual
support, and 5 per cent encouraged and effectively listened to verbaliza

tion of patient's feeling. See Exhibit 12 In Appendix 8,

Cone I usI on.

Data presented 100 per cent effective performance re

ported by the head nursesj however, all of the Incidents for Group A were

listed as "welcomed new patient In an esf»claIly effective manner," whi le
Group S had 2 per cent welcomed new patient In an especially effective

manner, and 5 P®*" c®"!' helped patient adjust to treatments or situation

by understanding his point of view. The fourteen graduates from School A
listed 10,5 P®!" cent Incidents with ,5 psf" cent Ineffective performance.

The fifteen graduates of School B listed 10 per cent Incidents under this
section and all were effective performance. The discrepancy between the

head nurses* repcwts and the reports of the graduates could be due to the
minimum amount of direct supervision for both groups.

Both groups felt they communicated with patients In an effective
manner.

The head nurses did not list any Ineffective performance for

the two groups,
Coramunlcatinq With the Patient's Visitors

This category Is divided Into the following subheadings* (a) helped
visitors resolve visitation prt^lems, (b) provided emotional support to
family at time of bereavement, (c) recognized and attempted to relieve ap
prehension of visitors, and (d) helped relatives understand and plan for
care of patient.

Employers. Figure 8 shows Group A received 8 per cent of the In

cidents In this category and they were all effective performance. Exhibit
13 In Appendix 8 shows 5 P»r c®"!' helped visitors resolve visitation prob
lems and 1.5 per cent provided emotional supp^t to family at time of be
reavement,

One and one-half per cent recognized and attempted to relieve

apprehension of visitors.

Group B hajj 7 p®r cent of the Incidents (Figure 9) reported In this
section with I per cent Ineffective performance. Exhibit 13 In Appendix B

shows the following distribution of perforraance as I per cent provided

emotional support to family at time of bereavement, 3 per cent recognized
and attempted to relieve apprehension of visitors, and 2 per cent helped

relatives understand and plan for care of patient. The I per cent In

effective performance gave Injudicious or Inadequate Information to visitors.
Graduates, Figure 10 shows 11,5 P®'' cent of the Incidents reported

by the graduates from School A under this section, with ,5 per cent Inef

fective performance. Exhibit lit. In Appendix B presents a distribution of

the incidents under the subheadIngst (|) 2.5 per cent helped visitors re
solve visitation problems, (2) 5*5 P®'" cent provided emotional support to
the family at time of bereavement, (3) 2,5 P®»" ©«nt recognized and attempted
to relieve apprehension of visitors, and (h) 2,5 per cent helped relatives
understand the plan for care of patient. The ,5 pef cent gave Injudicious
or Inadequate Information to visitors.

The graduates from School B reported (Figure ll) 10 per cent of the
Incidents under "communicating with the patient's visitors", and they were
all effective performance. Exhibit ll|. In Appendix B shows 3 P®'' cent
listed as helped visitors resolve visitation problems, 2 per cent provided
emotional support to family at time of bereavement, 3 P®'' cent recognized
and attempted to relieve apprehension of visitors, and 2 per cent helped
relatives understand and plan for care of patient.

Conclusion, The above data Indicates Group A was skillful In com

municating satisfactorily with visitors by helping them resolve visitation
problems.

They were also effective In providing emotional support to

family at time of bereavement and recognizing and attempting to relieve
apprehension of visitors. There were no Ineffective performance for this
group.

Qroup i had a conparahia raport with amphasls on racognlzed and
attempted to relieve apprehenelon of visitors. There was a I per cent

Ineffective performance of giving Injudicious or Inadequate Information
to visitors.

Both groups presented Incidents to support a conclusion that ef»

fectlve performance was accomplished In communicating with the patlent*s
visitors, Sroup A reptM'ted ,5 per cent Ineffective performance,
DIrectInq the Functions of the Nursing Team

Data for this section will be presented under the following sMb»

headlngsi (a) effectively planned team function, (b) provided effective
learning opportunities for team members, (c) maintained good InterpersonaI
relationships with team members, and (d) effectively evaluated nursing care
given by team membars.
Employers, This was another area In which Group A made all ef

fective performance. Twelve per cent (Figure 8) of the Incidents were
recorded here. Exhibit If In Appendix 8 shows 7.5 p«^ cdnt were listed
under effectively planned team functions and 1,5 per cent were listed

under provided effective learning opportunities for team members.

Good

Interpersonal relationships were maintained by 1,5 per cent with team
members, and 1,5 per cent effectively evaluated nursing care given by
team members.

Group B was given 6 per cent of the Incidents under this category.
Figure 9 shows ii. per cent Ineffective and 2 per cent effective performance.
Exhibit 15 In Appendix 8 Indicates 2 per cent effectively planned team

functions, and 1+ per cent failed to adequately plan team functions.

Graduates, The graduates from School A reported (Figure 10) 4 per
cent of the Incidents under this category and they were all effective

perforfflanee, fxhlblt l6 In Appendix i lists 2 per cent under effectively
planned tea# function, .5 par cant provided effective learning opportunities
for tean Rembers, and 1,3 par cent maintained good Interpersonal relation*
ships with team membsrs.

The graduates from School S reported (PIgore II) 3 par cent of the
Incidents and they were all effective performance. Exhibit |6 In Appendix S
lists ,3 per cent as effectively planned team functions, ,3 per cent pro
vided effective learning opportunities for team members, and 2 per cent
maintained good Interpersonal relationships with team members.

Conclusion.

Incidents show group A performed effectively as leaders

of the teem. This group had two weeks* experience as team leader at which

time they were closely supervised and guided by an Instructor, They were
awmbers of the team for four weeks and participated In all the team
activities.

Group 8 showed (Figure 9) a high Ineffective performance. They had
eight weeks' experience as head nurses or team captains end nine of the
group felt they needed more guidance during this experience.
Cooperating with PersonneI

This category was broken down Into the following sectlonsi (a)
effectively co-ordinated patient's activities with personnel, shifts,

departments, (b) maintained professional standards of conduct in dealing

with personnel, and (c) voluntarily stayed overtime when needed.
Employers. Figure 8 shc«rfs the head nurses reported 20 per cent

of the total Incidents for Group A, 15 per cent being effective performance
and 5 pm'' 'sent Ineffective. Exhibit 17 In Appendix 8 lists them under the

sections with 6 per cent effectively co-ordinated patient's activities with
personnel, shifts, departments, 3 P<»'" cent maintained professional standards

of conduct In dealing with personnel, and 6 per cent voluntarily atayed
overtlw# when needed.

The 5 P®'"

Ineffective performance were listed

under "refused to stay overtime when needed,"
Figure 9 shews 8 per cent of the Incidents were recorded under this
category for Group B on the reports of the head nurses with 2 per cent ef

fective and 6 per cent ineffective performance. Exhibit 17 In Appendix B
classifies them according to subheading with the 2 per cent effectively
co-ordinated patient's activities with personnel, shifts, departments, ar^
the 5 per cent disregarded professional standards of conduct In dealing
with personnel. Three per cent refused to stay overtime when needed.
Graduates. Figure 10 shows the graduates from School A reported

U per cent of the Incidents under this section and there were no Ineffective
performance reported. Exhibit 18 In Appendix 0 shows 2 per cent effective

ly co-ordinated patient's activities with personnel, shifts, departments,
,5 i^r cent maintained professional standards of conduct In dealing with
personnel, and 1,5 per cent voluntarily stayed overtime when needed,

FIgvr# II shows the graduates from School B reported 2 per cent of
the Incidents and they were ail effective performance. Exhibit 18 In

Appendix B shows 2 per cent voluntarily stayed overtime when needed.
Condusion. The Incidents for Group A Indicate a 75 P®*" cent ef

fective performance and they were distributed under each subheading. The

25 per cent ineffective performance was listed under refused to stay over
time when needed.

The 8 per cent Incident for Group S showed a 75 pei" cent Inef
fective performance and these were listed under disregarded frofesslonal

standards of conduct In dealing with personnel and refused to stay over
time when needed. The 25 per cent effective performance was recorded under

effeetlvaly co-ordinated patfant's activities with personnel, shifts,
departments.

The graduates from School A presented a good distribution of the

Incidents under the subheadings while the graduates from School 8 listed
them under one subheading.

This was the weakest area reported by the graduates.

Yl,

OPINIONS AND 6Ef€RALIZATI0NS

The head nurses for the fourteen graduates from School A reported

36 opinions and generalizations. The head nurses reported 126 opinions
and generalIzatlons for the fifteen graduates frcw School 8, The fourteen

graduates from School A listed IIJ opinions and generalizations, and I67
i«re listed by the fifteen graduates fr<M9 School S, Since this data did

not alter the hypothesis and therefore was not pertinent to the study. It

Is listed In Appendix G under the following categorlest
1, Observing the patient,

2, Selecting nursing care appropriate for the patient,
5, Teaching the patient,

ij.. Carrying out treatments and medications,

•

*

5, Taking Initiative and responsibility,

6, Communicating with the patient,
7, Communicating with the patlent*s visitors,
8, Directing functions of the nursing team,
9, Cooperating with personnel.
VII,

B\jmm

The philosophy and objectives of School A and School ® Indicate
their alms were to prepare registered nurses to function In all first*
level positions except public health,
A comparison of the curricula of School A and School i showed

School S regulred 12 i/2 units In ntrsfng above the requirement# of

School A and tho latter required 8 wnlta of general education above the
requlremente of School B,

A ccwparfton of the potential aptitude of fourteen graduate# frow
School A and fifteen graduates from School B ahowed the groups to be
equal and there was no significant difference at the 90 per cent level.
The National League for Nursing achievement test scores show the

fourteen graduates from School A excelled In nine areas with a range of
percentlle 50 to percentlle 80, The fifteen graduate# from School B had

a range of percentlI0 JO to percentlle 58, The fifteen graduates from

School 8 excelled In one test (IX), microbiology, with a score of per*
centlle 58 #« compared with percentlle 50«7 made by the fourteen graduates
from School B,

A comparison of the State Board Examination shows the fourteen

graduates from School A scored from 50 to 136 points above the fifteen
graduates from School B, One graduate from School A failed medical nurs

ing, and one failed surgical nursing.
Of the fifteen graduates from School B, two graduates failed medical

nursing, two failed surgical nursing, three failed obstetric nursing, one
failed nursing of children, and one failed psychiatric nursing.
The Incidents observed by the head nurses Indicated the fourteen

graduates from School A had an 85 per cent effective performance, Th#
graduates listed 95 P#r cent effective performance based on critical
Incidents*

The critical Incidents reported by the head nurses lor the fifteen

graduates from School A showed 66 2/3 per cent effective performance.
This group listed 100 per cent effective performance.

The opinions and generalizations made by the head nurses Indicated

the fourteen graduates frcw School A performed 68.5 per cent effectively.

Ths graduates* opinions Indicated they perforned 92 P®n cent effectively.
The head nureee* opinions and generalizations of the fifteen

graduates frm School i ehowed tlwy performed 6Q per cent effectively
while this group listed 98 per cent effective performance.

CHAPTER V

SyWMARY, CONCLUSIOH AM) RICOWEMJATIONS

I.

RISTATiASINT OP THE PROiLEA AM) MTHQD

This sTu^Jy was eonduetsd to doterrain# If the fourteen graduates
fro® a specific Associate In Arts degree program (School A) function as

effectively In beginning positions of nursing, except public health, during
the first five months following graduation as fifteen graduates fro® a
specific three-year hospital dipleraia program (School S). It was also the

purpose of this study to find out If the fourteen graduates fro® one type
of program feel a# well prepared as the fifteen graduates from the other
type program.

The method of research used was the descriptive survey. The tech
niques used Included an evaluation form based on critical Incidents In

nursing as a guide to collect data on the performance of the two groups*
It was divided Into nine categories! (l) observing the patient, (2) selec

ting nursing care appropriate for the patient, (5) teaching the patient,
(4) carrying out treatments and medications, (5) taking Initiative and re
sponsibility, (6) communicating with the patient, (?) communication with

the patient's visitors, (8) directing functions of the nursing team, and
(9) cooperating with personnel.

Conferences were held with the directors of the two programs} namely,
directors of School A and School i. The value of follow-up studies on
graduates was discussed as a means of evaluating the currlculiw In terms of

meeting the needs of the nurse practitloner, ioth groups expressed an
76

Interest In the study and a willingness to cooperate^ The following In-

for«atlon was obtained for the surveyi (l) purpose of the curriculum,

(2) curriculum outline, (3) nwsing aptitude test scores, (4) national
League of Nursing Achievement tests scores, and (5) State Board Examina
tion scores.

A comparison of the purposes Indicated each school was preparing
registered nurses to function In ail first level positions In nursing
except public health. The next step was to find out If the Initial apti
tude of the two froups was egual. The linguistic scores of the nursing

aptitude test were used as a means to find out If the two groups were
comparable, and the difference was not significant at the 90 per cent
level. After the comparison was made, each graduate was contacted and

Invited to participate In the study. Fourteen graduates from School A

and fifteen graduates from School B were chosen for the study.
A personal Interview was held with each of the three directors of

nursing service employing the two groups of graduates. The purpose of
the study was discussed, and their permission and cooperation was solicited.

Each of the three directors of nursing service expressed an Interest In the
study, and also a willingness to cooperate In collecting data on the nurs

ing performance of the 1959 graduates from the two specific groups, the
evaluation form based on critical Incidents In nursing was discussed as a

guide In collecting specific Incidents, both effective and Ineffective, on
the population. Samples of the evaluation form and critical Incidents were

left with each director to serve as a guide for Introducing the project to
the head nurses who would assist In col lecting the Incidents,
A fol im-up conference was held later, and the head nurses were
given an opportunity to discuss the form and critical Incidents, The

^urpota of tho study was dfseuttstd and assistance solicited. Eleven of
the twelve head nurses expressed an Interest In the study and a willing
ness to assist In collecting Incidents on the graduates Included In the
survey. Each had collected Incidents of nursing performance and pre
sented them for discussion. The fors was highly recommended for pro
ficiency rating.

The head nurses observed the nursing performance of all twenty-nine

graduates and held three Individual conferences with them. Data collected

by the head nurses were placed under the following headings* (l) critical
Incidents, and (2) opinions and general izations.
An Individual Interview was held with the graduates by the writer

and data gathered during these conferences were also placed under CO
critical Incidents, and (2) opinions and generalIzatlons,
II,

SUMWARY OF FINDINGS

The Initial data collected were* (l) philosophy and purpose of the

two programs, (2) curricula outlines, (j) pre-entrance aptitude tests

scores, (1+) National League for Nursing Achievement tests scores, and (5)
State Soard Examination scores.

Phitosophy and Purpose

The philosophy and purpose of both schools were to prepare regis
tered nurses to function In all first level positions except public health.
Curriculum Out IInes

Comparison of the curriculum of School A with School B showed the

latter required twelve and one-half more units In nursing. School A re
quired eight more units of general education than School S,

Pre-entrance Aptltud

ngulstle Scores

A comparison of the linguistic scores on the pre-entrance test was
made and the t-valu# was not significant at 90 per cent level.
National League for Nurs1ng Achievement Tests

The fourteen graduates from School A scored between percentiles

50.5 and B2 in all ten tests. Their Icwest score was In microbiology
and their highest score was In nursing of children.

The fifteen graduates from School B made between percentiles JO

and 58#

their weakest section was pharmacology and their highest

score was made in microbiology.
State Board Sxawination

The fourteen graduates made their highest mean score (56O) in

sirgical nursing and their lowest mean scwe (515)

psychiatric nursing.

The fifteen graduates made their highest mean score (i|69) 1" medical nurs
ing and their lowest mean score (402) in obstetric nursing.
The fourteen graduates fr<yn School A scored consistently higher In
all sections of this examination. They made frwn 50 to I56 points higher
than the fifteen graduates from School B,

Both groups stated the laboratory In nursing of children and ob
stetric nursing was weak due to lack of variety of types of patients and
low census, Flw graduates from School & stated the laboratory In sur

gical nursing was weak due to the lack of supervision and co-ordination
wlth theory.

All fourteen graduates from School A stated they needed more ex

perience in giving medications and treatments, and as team leaders.

Nine of the graduates from School B stated they needed more guidance
during the team leader and head nurse experience. Several of the graduates

fr®B School i aentloned procedures (baths) were emphasized and they did
not have tliw to teach the patient.
Incidents

Reports by the Head Hurses. The graduates from School A performed

nursing care effectively, with no Ineffective performance, In the follow

ing areasj (l) selecting nursing care appropriate for the patient, (2)
teaching the patient, (3) communicating with the patient, (I4.) communi
cating with the patient's visitors, and (5) directing functions of the
nursing team.

Areas In which this group excelled even though Ineffective per

formances were reported were (l) carrying out treatment# and iwedlcatlons,
with 10 per cent effective performance and 2 per cent Ineffective per

formance, and (2) cooperating with personnel, with 15 per cant effective
performance and 5 per cent Ineffective performance.

Weak areas reported for this group werei (l) taking Initiative and
responslblllty, 1+ per cent Ineffective and 3 per cent effective performance,

and (2) observing the patient, 7 P®r cent effective and

per cent Inef

fective performance.

According to the Incidents reported by the head nurse# for the

graduates from School B, this group performed nursing care effectively
with no Ineffective performance In the following areas» (I) c^servfng
the patient, and (2) communicating with the patient*
Areas In which this group excelled even though Ineffective per

formances were reported werei {I) selecting nursing care appropriate for

the patient with 7 per cent effective and 2*5 per c«nl" Ineffective per

formance, and (2) communicating with the patient's visitors with 6 per
cent effective and I per cent Ineffective performance.

Weak areas reported for th{s group werei (l) teaching the patient

with 3 per cent effective and 1,5 per cent Ineffective performance, (2)
carrying out treatments and medications with 10 per cent Ineffective and
8 per cent effective performance, (3) taking Initiative and responslblllty

with 10 per cent effective and 10 per cent Ineffective performance, (4)
greeting functions of the nursing team with I4. per cent Ineffective and
2 per cent effective performance, and (5) cooperating with personnel with
6 per cent Ineffective and 2 per cent effective performance.
Reports of the Oraduates. According to the Incidents obtained

from the fourteen graduates from School A during the Interview, they re*

ported effective performance In teaching the patient, taking Initiative
and responsibility, directing functions of the nursing team, and co
operating with personnel,

Graduates from School 8 listed effective performance In all areas,

80th groups rated themselves lew In directing functions of the
nursing team and cooperating with personnel.
Opinions and Generalizations

Reports of the Head Nurses, According to the reports of the head

nurses, the fourteen graduates of School A showed some Ineffective per
formance In all areas except communicating with the patient.

The opinions for the graduates from School B showed Ineffective per
formance In all areas except communicating with the patient's visitors.
Reports of the Graduates, The graduates from School A presented

opinions to verify effective performance with no Ineffective performance

In the following areast (l) crfjserving the patient, (2) selecting nursing
care appropriate for the patient, (3) carrying out treatments and medi

cations, (i|.) communicating with the patient's visitors, and (5) cooperating
with personnel.

Sraduates fro® School B reported effective performance In the fol

lowing Breast (I) selecting nursing care appropriate for the patient, (2)
teaching the patient, (5) carrying out treatments and medications, (l|.)
taking Initiative and responsibility, (5) directing functions of the nurs
ing team, and (6) cooperating with personnel.
III.

CONCLUSION

It Is recognized that the semiples used In this study Is small and

they represent only two schools. The Associate In Arts degree program is
new with this being the first graduating class, and the three-year hoipltal

program Is a well established school holding accreditation with the National
League Accrediting Bureau.

A study of the potential aptitudes, based on linguistic scores,

proved the fourteen graduates from School A to be comparable with the
fifteen graduates from School B. The graduates from School A scored con
sistently higher on the National League for Nursing Achievement teats and
the State Board examination than the graduates fr<w» School i.
Incidents observed by the head nurses Indicated the fourteen gradu

ates from School A performed effectively In the following areasi (l)
selecting nursing care appropriate f&r the patient, (2) teaching the

patient, (j) communicating with the patient, (I4,) communicating with the
patient's visitors, and (5) directing functions of the nursing team. The
fifteen graduates from School 8 performed effectively In the following

areast (l) observing the patient, end (2) communicating wIth the patient.
Weak areas reportsd for the graduates from School A weret (l) ob

serving the patient, and (2) taking Initiative and responslblllty, ©raduates from School B were weak ln» (l) teaching the patient, (2) carrying out

treatments and medications, (5) taking Initiative and responsibility, (4)
directing fonetlons of the nirslng team, and (5) cooperating with personnel,
Areas In which the graduates from School A and School S were com

parable weret (I) taking Initiative and responslbl11ty, and (2) communi
cating with the patient. The data indicates the fourteen graduates from
School 8 performed nursing care effectively In more areas than the fifteen
graduates from School A,
IV.

I^COWEhDATIONS

Since this study Included a small sample from two schools, generali
zations should not be made to project the effectiveness of the nursing
performance of graduates from other schools. Mcwever, a study of the per
formance of graduates fr<»> a church affiliated two-year Associate In Arts

degree program and a church affiliated three-year hospital program would
be helpful In evaluating these two types of programs and serve as a guide
In meeting present and future bedside nursing shortages In the Seventh-day
Adventlst Institutions,

As a result of the findings of this swvay the foll«»#lng recommenda
tions are suggested*
Sraduates of Associate In Arts Degree Program

1, The students of this school should receive more experience In
giving medications and treatments,

2, A re-evaluatlon of the laboratory facilities for maternal and
child health should be made and steps taken to strengthen this
experience,

5, An Intensive In-service education program should be given the
graduates with emphasis ont
a.
b.

c.

Ward routine,
Policies of the hospital,
Organization of the work.

d. AsslgniBents of duties and patients to other isewbers of
the team.

e.

Lines of comrRunlcatlon.

f. An orientation, without responsibility, to the various
units would be very helpful.

Graduates of Three»year Hospital Program

1, A elose eorrelatlon between theory and practice should be made,
2, A re-evaluatlon of the clinical facilities used for laboratory

experience In maternal and child health and steps taken to
strengthen these courses,

5, Close supervision and guidance by Instructor during experience
as team leader or head nurse.

li..

An In-service education program offered at the Paradise Valley
Sanitarium and Hospital for graduates frcxn this school should
Includes

a. Total heed-concept of the patient,
b. Organization of work,
c. Team-concept-feel Ing of belonging,
d. Interpretation of Job description,

e. Orientation to asslgrwient, without responslbl11ty for
definite duties, for a period of two weeks.
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EXHIBIT I

EVALUATION FORM

FOR PROFESSIONAL STAFF NURSES

. AddressMarital

.Status: S M W D Sep

.Religion-

.Birth Date-

Education-

Previous Experience- Department,

Evaluation by-

INTERVIEWS

The most important use of the evaluation form is to develop the full potentialities of individual nurses. The recorded observa
tions provide a good opportunity for periodic discussion with the nurse about her effective or ineffective behavior. Space is pro
vided for writing down the discussion and conclusions of three interviews.

miEHVIEW 1.-

INTERVIEW 2^

Signed-

INTERVIEW 3.-

EVALUATION SUMMARY

The evaluation summary indicates the nurse's pattern of performance and therefore includes only the starred entries. The
first entry under each heading is not starred and should not be included in the summary as it takes more than one incident un
der a heading to show a pattern of performance.

NUMBER OF EFFECTIVE

NUMBER OF INEFFECTIVE

STARRED ENTRIES

STARRED ENTRIES

Copyright 1959 by B. J. Brauer

JNICATING WITH THE PATIENT

corned new patient in an especially effective manner; B. Helped pajust to treatments or situations bv understanding his point of view;
ided patient with emotional or spiritual support; D. Encouraged and

ly listened to verbalization of patient's feelings; E. Protected patient
ibarrassment or fear.

m
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r

WHAT HAPPENED
^

r
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I

INICATING WITH THE PATIENT'S VISITORS

led visitors resolve visftatlon problems; B. Provided emotional sup-

11

family at time of bereavement; C. Recognized and attempted to re
prehension of visitors; D. Helped relatives understand and plan for

-
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PING FUNCTIONS OF THE NURSING TEAM

ctively planned team functions; B. Provided effective learning opies for team members; C.

Maintained good interpersonal relation-

thin the team; D. Effectively evaluated nursing care given by team

5.

WHAT HAPPENED

llM
■HI

us
IBATING WITH PEBSONNEI,

:tively co-ordinated patient's activities with personnel, shifts, depts. ;
itained professional standards of conduct in dealing with personnel;

ntarily stayed overtime when needed.
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ere additional notes or Incidents that cannot be classified otherwise.
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SXHIBIT 2

Cwaputatlon of the t-Value to Determine the Degree of Significance of the
Difference Between the Mean Scores of Twenty-one Graduates from School A
and Eighteen Graduates Prom School 8

Three-year Program

Two-year Program

2209

81+1
k
2023

236
0

169
61+
6k

kkl
too

kkl
230k
2025

256

16

676

121

900

289

koo
1296

29

529

I7/W7 32^

JfW

1956
576

D « 52 - 51 - I
SO «

x"

y

■firr"

SD - 37^ - 235 - 15.28

SD « 16,372 « 819 » 28.6

16

20

SE as So s K

SE m 28.6 y k*5® •• 6.2k

SE • 15.28 7 k.13 - 3.7

SED «. 6.2k ♦ 5.7 - 9.9k - 3.15
t

m D m

i
3.15

« 0.5k

Significant

90 per cent

EXHIBIT 5

Comparison of the Significance of Difference In the Mean Linguistic Scores
Between 11+ Graduates From School A and 15 Graduates From School B

IBii9

181+9

1087
16

25

liiJ+

256

9

81

81

16
289

I4.9
11+1+

36

36

625
21+01

169

270i+

289

0

169

58

121

1600

56
65

1+9
196
1+00

i+i+l

29
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SE « SD A N
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SE • (6.2 1 5.87 • 1+. I

SED » SE + SE - 7.9 + 1+. I - 12 - 3.1+7
t >

D
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»

2

xm

« .57

Not Significant

90 per cent Level

of Students

Identification

M, & S

Psych
C-D

%

59
86

9

52

71

O.B.
Ped

SchooI 8

Soc. Sc

Pharm

Tests Scores for the 18 Graduates From

National League for Nursing Achievement

eXHIBtT k

PIS

Anat,& Phy, Micro

Nut

ie

•»

School A

7

%

72

Tests Scores for the 21 Graduates Frc*j

National League lor Nursing Achievement

EXHIBIT 5

ho
82

S7
86

PI

27
5'

g4
37

77

EXHISIT 6

A G«»parl80R of th« Mean Scores, Expressed In Percentlle, on the National
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Effective Incidents for Graduates of School A
Ineffective Incidents for Graduates of School A
Effective Incidents for Graduates of School S
llneffectlve Incidents for Graduates of School B

The Percentage of Effective and Ineffective Incidents Reported by the Head
Nurses for li4. Graduates From School A and 15 Graduates From School B,
Data Is Presented Under the Fol lowing Sub-headlngsi A, Effectively Ob
served and Charted Patient's Behavior and Symptomsj B* Immediately Recog
nized Critical Condition of Patlenti C, Maintained Constant Observation
of Patient During Critical Period.
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The Percentage of Effective and Ineffective Incidents Reported by the Head
Nurses for lii. Graduates Frow School A and 15 Graduates From School 8.
Data Is Presented Under the Following Sub-headingsi A, Took Effective Steps

In Giving Emergency Care; B. Planned Patient Care Toward Rehabi litatloni
C, Checked into Reason for Patient's Discomforti D. Adapted Procedures and
Care to Meet Needs of the Patlenti E. Sought Appropriate Person to Counsel
With Patient Concerning Recurring Problems.
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C, Helped Patient Plan Home Care,
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The Percentage of Effective and Ineffective Incidents Reported by the Head
Nurses for 14 Graduates From School A and 15 Graduates From School B,
Data Is Presented Under the Following Sub-headlngsi A. Made Special Effort
to Perform Procedurei B. Checked Accuracy of Doubtful Order Before Per»

forming Procedure! C, Performed Procedure In an Effective Wayj 0, Made
Special Effort to Spare Patient Discomfort During Procedure,
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Special Effort to Spare Patient Discomfort During Procedure.
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to Significant Reports} C, Effectively Anticipated and Provided for Needs
of Unusual Situations} 0, Analyzed Situation Before Cal ling Physician}

E, Reported Urgent Situation Immediately to Appropriate Personj F, Went
Out of Way to do Extra Things to Meet Patient's Needs,
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Resolve Visitation Problemsi B, Provided Emotional Support at Time of
Bereavement} C, Recognized and Attempted to Relieve Apprehension of

Visitors} D. Helped Relatives Understand and Plan for Care of Patient,
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D, Effectively Evaluated Nursing Care Given by Team Members,
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The Percentage of Effective and Ineffective SeneraIInations Reported by
the Head Nurses for the II4. Graduates From School A, The Data Is Categorized

Under the Follcwing Headlngst (l) Observing the Patient, (2) Selecting Nurs
ing Care Appropriate For the Patient, (3) Teaching the Patient, (1+) Carry
ing Out Treatments and dedications, (5) Taking Initiative and ResponsIb11ty,
(6) Communicating With Patients, (?) Communicating With Patient's Visitors,
(8) Directing the Functions of the Nursing Team, and (9) Cooperating With
PersonneI,
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Selecting Nursing Care Appropriate For the Patient, (5) Teaching the
Patient, (W Carrying Out Treatments and Medications, (5) Taking Initiative
and Responsibility, (6) Communicating With the Patient, (?) Communicating
With the Patient's Visitors, (8) Directing Functions of the Nursing Team,
and (9) Cooperating With Personnel,
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ing Out Treatments and dedications, (5) Taking Initiative and Re

sponsibility, (6) Communicating With Patients, (7) Communicating With
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The Percentage of Effective and Ineffective Senerallzatlone Listed By
the 15 Sraduates Front School 8, The Data Is Categorized Under the

Following Headings! (l) Observing the Patient, (2) Selecting Nursing
Care Appropriate For the Patient, (3) Teaching the Patient, (4) Carry
ing Out Treatments and dedications, (5) Taking Initiative and Re
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to find out If graduates fro® a

specific Associate In Arts degree program functioned as effectively In
beginning positions In nursing the first five months following graduation
as graduates fro® a specific three-year diploma program.

The descriptive survey method of research was used to col lect data
on fourteen of the twenty-one 1959 graduates from an Associate In Arts

degree program and fifteen of the eighteen graduates from the three-year
diploma program for the same year.

The pre-entrance tests scores were used to find out If the two

groups were comparable and there was no significant difference In the
t-value at 90 per cent level.

The fourteen graduates from School A scored consistently higher
In the Rational League for Nursing Achievement tests and the State Board
Examination,

Each graduate was Interviewed once. They were observed In nursing

performance by head nurses and given three conferences over a five-month
period.
Incidents

Reports by the Head Nurses, The graduates from School A performed

nursing care effectively, with no Ineffective performance In the follow

ing areas! (0 selecting nursing care appropriate for the patient, (2)
teaching the patient, (3) communicating with the patient, (I4.) communicating
with the patient's visitors, and (5) directing functions of the nursing team.

university library
LOMA IJMDA. CALIFORNIA

Areas In which this group excelled even though Ineffective per**

formance were reported werei (l) carrying out treatments and medications,
and (2) cooperating with personnel.

Weak areas reported for this group werei (l) taking Initiative and
responsibility, and (2) observing the patient.

According to the Incidents reported by the head nurses for the

graduates from School B, this group performed nursing care effectively
with no Ineffective performance In observing the patient and communicating
with the patient.

Areas In which this group excelled, even though Ineffective per

formance were reported, were selecting nursing care appropriate for the
patient and communicating with the patlent*s visitors.
Weak areas reported for this group were« (t) teaching the patient,

(2) carrying out treatments and medications, (3) taking Initiative and
responsibility, (!},) directing functions of the nursing team, and (5)
cooperating with personnel.

Reports of the Graduates. According to the Incidents obtained from
the fourteen graduates frewn School A during the Interview, they reported
effective performance In teaching the patient, taking Initiative and re

sponsibility, directing functions of the nursing team, and cooperating
with personnel.

Graduates from School 8 listed effective performance In all areas.
jummarv

According to the Incidents reported by the head nurses, the four

teen graduates from School A performed more effectively as bedside
nurses than the fifteen graduates from School B,

